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General Dealers. In Dry
Goods, Groceries. Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
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Apples, $ bushel .................$ 25
80
Beaus, ty bushel ...................
90
I)
n„ Livery and Sale Stable. Otllce Butter, V 1b .......................11
...............
19
audbarn on Market street. Everythingdrst- Clover seed,
Eggs, ^ dozen.
............
09
class.
Honey. V lb .......................
10
Hay, V ton ......................<&
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; Onions,
35
V bushel .................(ft
Officeof Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
25
Potatoes, bushel
street, near Market.
2 00
thy Seed,
ni
Timothy
^ hu8hol-

GONE

V
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That this broad neutral basis

Meat Market*.

:

word a

no oath

man

is

considers

sufficientpledge to prevent

to every one, as its

is

plain

membershipextends

Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$ 2 50
green
2 00

“

And

his interestnot to do so.

it Is

every one dishonest enough to violate his

to those of the most diveise opinions In

Wood, Staves, Etc,

“
“
“

is neces-

Besides

Wool

$1.50 per i/ear if paid in mleance;$1.75 if
kinds of
IVOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer In a'.l
ii
paid at three month, and $2.00 if
13 Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co., Mich.
2-ly
paid at six months.

the Odd-fellows,where

him from revealing the secrets of masonry.

sary for the exislcnce of the Order

word wilPviolate his oath.
But we object to the oath principally on

the sphere of religion.

account' 6f its character. If the oaths

IN

Editor and PMlther.

395,

Concluded.

Produce, Etc-

Liverv anl Sale Stable*.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

NO.

required. Every honest
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For the HollandCity Ntxcr.
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WEEKLYNBWSPAPBE.

A

MICH.,

The moment one or the other of the
were worded
religions should he adopted, the

as those

many

administeredin the

courts this objection would fall away.
days of this society would be numbered;
But they contain a long list of imprecainternal dissensions would speedily break
up the whole Order. If our Government tions the most fearful Imaginable, ». e., if

many

wc can place any reliance upon the

beach, dry ...................... 2 00 should establish a state religion and force
‘* green .....................1 75
expositions of masonry.
JOB IMUNTINO PHOMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
ket, nearcornerEighth and Fish Street. All Hemlock Bark .................
@4 00 it upon her subjects, dismembermentof
They are oaths which only the most
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Stave*, pork, white oak, ............. @10 00 the Union would be an inevitable result.
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
important
weightiest circumstances
TT'UITE.J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and Heading holts, soft wood ...........
@ 2 54 This neutral standpointthen is the only
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
Hcadingbolts,hardwood ....................2 75
could justify, If ever justifiable. And the
basis broad enough upon which this secret
rllm insertion, and 25 cents for each subseStave bolts, softwood ........................2 25
oath is not only administeredonce, but
3 00 brotherhoodcun unite.
quent Insertion for any period under three \7-AN
H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Stave bolts,hardwood .....................
months.
\0
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Railroad tics .................................
Thus Mr. Fccnstra has no more right to repeated with each successive degree, and
I 3 m. 1 0 M. I 1 r. and twine; 8th street.
Shingles, A ? . ...........................
® 2 00
if possible, the imprecationsbecome more
8 00
5 00
3 50
call them deniers of Christ, or anti-Chris1 Square
Grain, Feed, Etc.
10
00
Minahctoriei,
Mill*,
Shop*,
Etc.
8
00
5
0*1
"
fearful, ns more secrets are revealed to the
do, not
87 tian, because there are those
so <a
Wheat, white » bushel ........ new
8 00 10 00 17 00
“
40
10 00 17 00 25 00
M Column
ITEALD, U. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in Corn, shelled bushel
believe in Christ,than I have to call them brother who enters upon a higher degree
25
17 00 *25 00 40 00
11 Agricultural Implements;commission agent Oats, ^ bushel .....................
•*
light.”
as it
4(T
Christians,because I find Christiansamong in search of
25 00 40 00 05 00 for Mowiim Machines* cor. 10th A River street.
Buckwheat, V bushel ...............
1
H 00
Bran, # ton ........................
appears
to
me,
s no Christiancan with a
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
17 00 them. Whatever the religion of the indi.........................
OAUEL8.
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors Feed.^1 ton
such
changes.
1 25
100 lb ......................
vidual may be, the lodge does not recog- good conscience bind himself
of liuijijer Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
1 00
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Barley, V 1(H) lb ....................
oaths.
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
85 nize it.
Middling, V 100 ................
lines, $2.00 per annum.
2 50
But hero again we must judge leniently,
Flour. fMOOlh.
It must be acknowledged that there are
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub4 (H)
YfERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the Pear] Barley, TP 100 lb ............. 3 00
lished whttout charge for subscribers.
a number of masons who exalt their lodge ns we find facts contraryto our convicPhoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildAn X before the Subscriber's name will donote ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Meats, Etc.
above everything, and build their hope for tions; as there are many good Christians
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigBeef, dressed per lb ......................
4 @ 4)<
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
4 @ 4* the future upon their standing as a mason, who are masons also, men whose earnestP. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and Pork,
i4T All advertising bills collectable quarterly. VI/’ILMS,
« H 8
V
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- Lard .................
Haltering themselves that this is all ness and upriehtneasis removed beyond
Smoked Meat ............................
8 fi» 8,^'
lOtb and River streets.
that is needed. But this cannot lie at- doubt, and who take those oaths without
Ham ..........................
0
Shoulders .................. ... 4
Hctarr Publics
tributedas
fault of freemasonry, no compunctionsof conscience,
Tallow, per lb ...........................
G
.........................7
them ns essential and
I)0ST, HKNRY D., Real EaUte and Imurance Turkeys,
more than the building of our hope of sal- even look
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- Chickens, dressed per lb ................ fob
proper
in
their
character,
ns placing them
vation upon our attending church and obections made In Hollandand vicinity.
Chicago & West Michigan R. R.
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ifc Big Rapids. *10.23 a. m.
10.30 “
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m.

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. m.

0.10 “

*

G.. Justiceof the Peace,

Notary Public.Conveyancer, etc.
Van Landegend'sBlock.

Arrireut

Grand Rapids.

New

ATAN SCHELVEN,

Office,

Physician*

a.m.
12.00 “
* 10 45 a. m.
5 15 “
3.25 p. m. \ 10.15 p. m.

use of Hop Bitters by its mother, which at
IV Accoucheurs, Office at his residence, Over- the same time restoredher to perfect heallh
ysel, Mich.
and sirenglh.— The Parents, University
F EDEBOER. B. Physician and Surgeon : Office avc., Rochester, N. Y.
1J corner Eleventh and River street oppesite

College financiallyto flourish;”but all the

public square.

time forgetting that

A

V

A Remarkable Result.

F EDEBOKk, F, S., Physicianand Surgeon;
LJ office at residence, en Eighth street, near Chi.

».

time.

Taken Effect,Monday, June
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22
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2
2
2
Grand Haven,
Piircyn,
_ 3
Holland,
3
Fillmore,
4
5
Allegan,

1,
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easily

make Hope

Hope College ia

not

the property of the Western Churches, but
of the whole denomination.

And

that by

us

to acknowledgethe right of every

is

choose

to

for himself, and

But besides other valid objections there
arc n great many things

And

free-

among us

this is especially the case

Hollanders. Our parents used to

money
sell

it

providedSynod would

is worth,

quent visits

to the lodge, etc.,

tell us

which they

had heard from their parents, who

it.

in turn

The secrecy of the Order so often used had heard them from their parents, or
from some old man or woman, who had

as an argument against it, is no objection
is

essentialto the existence of

them from some

heard

does not exist without it. Every house- connected with
hold has

secrets,

its

and

it

throws the

veil

of sacrednessover the marriage relation.
let no

one think from what

I

have

free

now laugh

tions, sufficiently

weighty to prevent

these objections prevent me, is no reason

valid objection to me,

may

have created

which only time and a

we may charge things upon

free-masonry, because

we have no

this class, the

disappearanceof Mr. Morgan

mysterious

ple. That

even prove a motive for them to do

probably true, but if so, even then

What my

conscience condemns as

other consciences

may even

evil,

approve.

his life was taken by

masons

a

standard. And

I think,

this will

it

not be charged upon free-masonry
Order, unless

it

is

can-

as an

can be proven that it was

ThereforeI have no right to judge of other done by order of the lodge, but
people’sactions, taking my conscience as

exam-

Is an

not only have no weight with oil ers, but
so.

suffi-

cient data, or because of a mistaken view

that they should prevent others. What of the case. Of

may appear a

al-

and

sense view of masonry can over-

me come. Again

lliut

stories

nt them, their influence is not

lost, but the fact is that they

V

from ever entering the lodge. But

masonry. And

though we have outgrown such

Eighth street.

the contrary, I have objec-

one else, and so on

ad infinitum. And these were invariably

common

7

charged to

masonry that have no foundationin truth.

u strong prejudice

24, at

to respect

that right.

masonry. On

X

respect the Con-

all'

(j

Exclungj.

bound to

claim to that many stories, e (/..thatevery mason sold
institution,and would only be able to get himself to tfnd was in league with the
possession of it by paying Synod till tin* devil, and that the “old Nick” paid fresecedingwo would lose

almost any society. The Church of Christ

Walsh.

ml

"wc could

whatever,it

Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor Consumption is certainly the greatest medical remedy ever placed wilhin the reach of sufferTobacco asl Cigar*.
ing humanity. Thousand of once hope
'pE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco, less sufferers, now loudly proclaim their
FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
JL Cigars, Snull, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
praise for Ibis wonderful Discovery to
E. C. Leavenwobth.Gen' l Freight Agent.
W. BAU.MGARTEL, Age-it,
which they owe their lives. Not only
Watch** aad Jou-elry.
Holland. Mich.
does it positivelycure Consumption,hut
ijlose connections made at Allegan with G. R. A
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, Coughs, Colds, -Asthma, Bronchitis,Hay
R. It. and L. S. A M. S. for Plalnwcll, Kalama- 'J and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of MarFever, Hoarseness and all affectionsof the
zoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac.. Ac.
ket and Eighth Street.
Throat, Chest and Lungs yield nt oneo to
! its wonderful curative powers as if by
magic. We do not ask you to buy a large
gusitttts giveftortf.
botile until you know what you are get
ing. We therefore earnestly request that
you call on your druggist, H. Walsh and
Attorneys.
I. 0. of 0. F.
get a triai boltle for ten cents, which will
OWARD, M. 1)., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder convince the most skeptical of its wonder- Notary Public; River street.
of Odd Fellows, bolus its regular meetings at Odd ful merits, and show you what a regular
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
one dollar size bottle will do. For sule by
NIC BRIDE, P. H., Attorneyand Counselor at of each week
j-JL Law, and Proctor ia Admiralty. No. 11
Heber
N
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
River street.
M. Uabbinoton, N. G.
Will H. Rooebb, R. 8.
The finest kind of white shirts ever
TJARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
corner of River and i-.lghth streets.
brought to this town are now for sale at
F. Sc A. M. rpEX EYCK, J.. Attorney at Law and Collecting
E. J. Harrington. The bosoms and cull's
J. Agent. Officoiu Kenyon A Van Putten’s bank A Reoulab Communication of Unity Lodue,
Eighth street.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall, are 4 ply, and the body of the finest fabric,
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Sept. at 75 cents.
Banking

that then

fact

man Syrup.

Greatest Remedy Known.

again, ns wc are

victions of others, the only alternativeleft

said, that I wish to favor or justify free-

7AUPELL.il., Manufacturerof and dealer m
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

6 15
53
7 22
7 42
8 :J5

the same time rejoicing over the

But

a. tu.

p. in.

at

no

personal knowledge of Boschee’sGerTo such we would say that
28-1 y.
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
Pb3*.:jriphe:.
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
[ [ 1GG1NS, B! P. the leading Photographer.
Galall Druggists in America.
11. lory opposite this office.

|>ERT, R. B.. Physician and Surgeon,Zeeland,
Mich. Office iit De Kruif 'a drug-slore.

13

under the most sacred obligations.Thus

with the True Dutch Reformed Church, one

It

1.30

Grand Haven Rail Road.

upon

serving the sacred ordinances, can he
Good for Babies.
We arc pleased to say that our baby charged upon the Church as a divine inwa» permanently cured of serious pro- stitution.
tracletHirrepularily
ol the bowels by the
Further Mr. Feenstra proposes to unite

makes no differencehow many Physicians,or how much medicine you have
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
iried, il is now an established fact that
Y[C CULLOCH THOS., Physician, Surgeon and
German
Syrup is the only remedy which
Accoucheur.Office, Van Putten's Drugstore,
3.55
has given complete satisfactionin severe
Holland, Michigan.
• Mixed trains,
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
^CHOUTKN, R. A. City Physician. Office at the are yet thousandsof persons who are pre•t Dally except Sunday and Monday,
First Ward Drug Store, 8lh Street.
t Daily except Saturday.
disposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Mondays only.
A [ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon ; | Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, SeAll other train- daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
0,!1CV at (iraafrehap Village,Allegan county,
V(.rc Colds settled on the Breast, Pneuime which is 20 minutes later than Columbus Mich. Offlcchour, from id to 12
M-ly. I m(miai Wh0n|,ing Cough, etc., who have
Bullalo

Chicago. j
f

and who

a

@9

“

I

Taken

@5
@7

it

has

all

the appearances that it was the work of a

become evident, few fanatics.

when we consider some of those

objections.

But without dwelling any longer upon
this subject, I close with the

wish that the

soon come, when our minds
be raised above all these petty
grading and childish in the extreme,un- prejudices, and we will no longer look
worthy the attention of any man of com- upon the actions of our fellow beingsmon sense, and below the dignity of man, through glasses colored by our own feelNot only do the regular and

initiatory

exercises of the lodge appear to

me

time

may

de- shall

whose destiny it is to grapple with the ings and convictions, hut meet them upon
life; but the quotations the broad basis of toleration in secular as

stern realities of

(misquotationsrather— intentionally so)

well as In religious beliefs.

o’clock, sharp.

from

And

if this

may in any way contribute to this end,
pear to me open mockery, the laying of and prevent the taking of any rash actions
lecting, DrafiS bought and sold; Klghtn
machine in good order and repair for sale
unholy hands upon the most sacred things, in this movement, I will feel myself amply
street.
9-ly
cheap. Inquire
J. C. POST.
and desecrating them, by using them for repaid. For I feel, brethren, that already
special Notices.
Barter*.
an unholy purpose. Thinking of this I too much has been said and done in this
I wish to inform my patieuts and friends
I'VE G ROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
would raise my voice with those who cry, matter. To retractwould be impossible,
shampooning, hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
generally, that until further notice I will
Buckllnfs Arnica Salve.
sonablo rates. Barbershop next door to the City
“away with It,” were it *tot that I find but to go on would be still worse; the best
keep my office nt the Drug Store of Dr.
14-ly
men of high culture, of good moral stand- thing that can be done is to drop it. To
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
R. A. Schouten, where orders for my serBruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Coaaitjloa Merchant.
ing, of pure Christian character, who see agitate this matter any further,endangers
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and all vices can be left, or at my residence on no wrong ia all this, but who look upon the best interests of our Church as well as
T3EACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants, and kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is Eighth street, near Chicago Railroad
ers in
13 dealers
In Grain, Flour and Produce,
Produce. highHigh- guarranteedto give perfect satisfactionin
the mysteries of masonry, its exercisesand our own beloved institution. Knowing*Otto Bbeyman, W. M.

ATAN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and
i

V

C. B.

Col-

Wynne

Sec'u.

SEWING MACHINE— A Howe Sewing

Scripture,as used in the lodge, ap-

of

U

Hotel.

est market
st price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor. Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17 every case

crossing.

or money refunded. Price 25
box. For Sale by Heber Walsh

Dentist.

forms, togetherwith the reading of the

Respectfully,

Cents per
Holland, Michigan.

F. S.

/"'i EE,

D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofdee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalto's
Shoe store.

LEDEBOER, M.

D.

that truth is mighty and

willj

conquer,

Scriptures, as grand, sublime, sacred, sec- therefore

ond only to the Church of Christ and

its

“Vadr m

Pace.”

And such men discharge
Now is your time to insure against damUT
Oregon advices state that the work on
Farm for Sale.
their duties as good masons and sincere
age by lightning or fire, in the Watertown
the
Pacific end of the Northern Pacific
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
Christians,without the slightest compuncImmrance Company. Apply to
Drugs and Medicine*.
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
railroad
from the present terminuseasttions of conscience. What right then have
L. T. RANTERS.
T'VOESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medi- and school house, at a bargain. 30 acres
ward,
will
be pushed forward as rapidly
we to burden their consciences, and to
xJ clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy- of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
as
possible;
200 miles are to be completed
charge them with duplicityand insinsician's prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st. 40 acres of unimproved land in the TownNOTICE.
and
opened
for traffic before 1880. It is
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
cerity? None whatever.
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
claimed
that
Oregon contains 20,000,000
M. D. HOWARD.
Another objection,to me, is the fearful
settled in the city of Grand Rapids, offers
fumeriea. River street.
oaths which a mason is obliged to talce acres of wheat lands unsurpassed as to
his services as a Physician, Surgeon and Acproductivenessand quality of product.
VAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medi
upon joining the Order.
coucheur to the public at large, and
V clues, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
The road also strikes extensivecoal fields
In
the
first place, if I am not mistaken,
W. Van Den Bebu’s Family Medicines; Eighth St.
whereas he pays particular attention to
chronic diseases,and fine surgery, he has the Order is not chartered,and conse- and timber forests, which will prove of
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the quently has no legal right to administer vast advantage. If this road, when com
2,000,000,000
acre* of land for *ale bj the Atchl
iness.
.J
pon. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located In City of Holland, on Saturdayof each week,
pleted, could only be kept out of the ring
Sonthcrn Kan*a*,— the garden of the continent. where he can be consulted during the
Furniture.
of
roads crossing the continent its benefits
Then the oath is not essential to the
For InformationIn regard to these lands; and how
day,
i to reach them call on or addres*
existence of the Order, every member to the country generally would be incalvrEYBR, H. A CO., Dealers In all kinds of FurL. E. BEST, M. D.
J. C. POST,
^vL nitnre. Cnrtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Oofflus,
could be taken on his word of honor, as culable.
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1873.
Picture Frames,etc. : River street.
Agent for Ottawa County, Mich
holy ordinances.

-

42-tf

KANSAS.

^

1

HORRIBLE

f

HOLLAND

re-

turns, Gen. Tyner will go to Indiana.”

The Bureau of
CITY. MIOHIGAN.

ceived all thfr reports

Statistics

from

has

re-

Collectors of Cus-

toms conoerning the imports and exports of
the last fiscal year, ending June 30, which
show the balance of trade in favor of the
United States to be nearly 1205,000,000,as
against 1257,000,000the previous year. The

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,

m

000.
political.

BAST.

the property of Jefferson

^

A sail-boat capsized on Lake Ontario, near Hackett’sHarbor, N. Y., the other

persons on board, seven of whom attemptedto
swim ashore, a distance of half a mile, and
were drowned. Two clung to the spar above
water and were rescued.'

are

Btate.

The Wisconsin Democratic

writer

fI

the history of the State.

Tho

in the Popular Science

~

1
of
developed ^P0®1*0 me*
1U
down

have

the Coroner and of detectives

the following facts: Mrs. Hatte lived in Waynoa-

an^

a nf:w ^ue8^1 en^Te(^
a
The sweat rolled
drops
his face, and ho

investigations

State

still

day,

Sept 9. Hon. Thomas R. Hudd

was

made

|
j

out of employmentat Glasgow, Scot-

The Cnbul Revolt and Massacre.

same day persons passing the house noticed an saying :
offensive smell coming therefrom. On jester- “T a™
day afternoon it got so bad that the
f o» m a
ventured to open one of tho windows, when tho i n°t ‘
stench became horrible. Entering, he found
“Why?”

«cunous 80“_

Commit-

e

a person, am I

I asked.

I^Te“‘,lZ,3”h‘eolL^Srb0die‘(^:

^olly on

!

back

ther search revealeda third body in the
capital of Afghanistan. room, and all were in an advanced stage of de,

______

r
1
1
I

Advices from India giro particulars of the
attack upon and slaughterof tho entire British

^ ow iork i/rra/d correspondent at Lonou Permanent Organization presented tho don telegraphs under date of Sept 8:
name of the Hon. James Doolittle,of Racine,
The worst fears regarding the fate of tho
for President, ---------------and that of one delegate
from x,..„ru
---------------BritishLuruv
Envoy at v^om
Cabul nave
have neen
been realized.
each Congressionaldistrictfor Vico President. | Positiveinformation has beeu deceived that
AfterthereportoftheCommittoeonllosotutions Maj. Cavagnari and hia suite have beeu
and the adoption of tbo pUtform, Alexander I sacred. For this act on the part of tho troops
Mitchell,of Milwaukee,was nominated for! 0f Yakoob Khan, however unable he may have
Governor by acclamation.The name of Will- 1 l*en to control them, England will exact a ter_____
_____ was
____ r__r
___________________
lam T. Vilas
proposed
for LieutenantGov- rible reckoning.AU
In the intense 11Jl<:lt.nl
interest Iell
felt ma[
last

Credentials reported, after which the
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Marshal

p.k,,,

and daring the last six weeks the exports of
wheat exceed those for the correspondingpe-

a small Quaker village la

.

Chairman. After tho appointment i
Eu- temporary
of the usual committees the conventiontook a cmu«.a_
Atlanticports, recess. On reassembling the Committeeou «“^8y at Cabul the

4,500,000 bushels of wheat were shipped to

villo,

•“

land.

Convention assembled at Madison on Tues-

dispatch states that over

rope last week from the principal

Fueial Peculiarities.

A

.

day, with distressing result. There wore nine

New York

i
i
ii

be—
matter was.”

failed, mentioned.The suicide of Willie Anderson, Monthly tells the following:
I was once sitting in a cool underthe Government has fobiddenthe exportation of the son of Mrs. Hatte, one of tho victims, news
ground
saloon at Leipsic, while without
of
which
has
just
been
received,
completes
cereals.... King Alfonso, of Spain, and the
_________________
_ ^
remarkable cases
of vi4uio
crime ju
in people were ready to die from the heat,
Austrian ArchduchessMarie Christineare to one of the most

'

A

-whatever

i

autopsy

w
w°uld find out what

Warren county,
?P‘
till at last he found relief in the exclawith Willie Anderson, her sou by a former difew northern counties of England, the grain vorced husband, a lad 18 years of ago. With mation
ognize tho Butler party as Democrats, but that
harvest is now in full operation there. In
“Fearfully hot!”
a convention will be held soon, to which all Scotland the harvest will be very late, and the her were staying temporarily her sister,Mrs.
I
watched him attentively as he called
Democratsare cordially invitedto send dele- grain ripened poorly. In Great Britain the ClementineWeeks, of Cincinnati, and a 12-yeargates.
for
a
cool drink, for I expected every
heavy arrivalsof foreign wheat, during the old daughter of the latter. One week ago last
Ex-Gov. Seymour has written a let- past week, has kept tho market at pretty even night neighbors of tho family heard screams moment that he would fall from his
figures, and speculators“ have beeu paralyzed
ter declining to be a candidate for the Governorissuing from tho house, but little attention was seat in a fit of apoplexy. The man must
by the enormous shipments from the American
ship of New York, and rebuking tho existing Atlantic ports.". .Notwithstandingthe notice- paid to the fact. On Sunday morning the boy have noticed that 1 was observing him,
Willie loft Waynesvillefor CincinnatiOn tho for he turned toward me suddenly
dissensionsin tho Democratic party of that able improvement in the iron trade, 30,000 men

Bank, his largestcreditor.The attachments
have ooen made in consequence of the complications growing out of the downfall of Borden’s sons-in-law, Walter Paine and George B.

Durfee.

and at the

tience,

The crops in Bulgaria having

total value of exports were 710,0()0,000, and | be married November 28. Great preparations
! are making for the event in Madrid and Vienna.
Borden, imports $445,000,
i The Spanish Government will disonoof the founders of the Fall Rirermanu
factoringindustries, and an officer in many
The Massachusetts Democratic State ! P^5.000 t™>P» *<> Cuba in October, and 5,000
banks and other corporations,has been atCentral Committee decide, that it cannot roc “0re “ * Uter d,lU,V
‘“‘f0” °r ‘
tached at the instance of the Fall River Havings

All

^

|

and

em posts. When Postmaster General Key

ullaiti ^ifi!

TRAGEDY.

tplorer, dai
An Ohio Lad Murders His Mother, Aunt
left winter quarters on the 18th, and doubled
the
Cousin, and Commits Suicide.
East cape on the 20th of July. Proceeded
[CincinnatiTelegram.]
thence to Lawrencebay, Port Clarence,and
Behring’sisland. Have had no sickness and no
The finding of the dead bodies of three womscurvy. The Vega is in excellent condition.” en at Waynesville,Ohio, lias been heretofore

the

”lue\
80 it was ; his right cheek and
composition,while the head of tho one in the the right half of his forehead were aa

tee

riod of 1878 by the enormous amount of 9,070,000 buHhels....Jay Gould, of New York, has
telegraphed to Memphis to draw ou him for
5,000 for the relief fund, and authorizing the Relief Committee to continue
to draw on him until he tells to stop ..... Seven
weeks ago, Mrs. Kern, wife of the Sheriff of
Philadelphia, was bitten by a rabid dog, and she
has just died of hydrophobia. ... .Charles Demond, ex-Treasu’rerof the Massachusetts
Homo Missionary Society at Boston,is in jail
on a charge of embezzling $8,000 belongingto

Li* ®tr!\:hile
garments, bore not a trace of perspiration. I had
Jfhe lE,ot£‘!r .aud, cbil(llay in tho front room, never seen the like, and, in my astonin th.e back room, near a lounge, ishment, was about to enter into con.WM, covered with a tick, and had
:
witl1 him re,gar,]iDgtb0
tired, the little girl’s pallet Ij-irg on the floor 10l°g1(alcuriosity, when his neighbor
near lbe window board, stainedand tumbled, i on the left broke in with the remark

reanzwi

,

exoept

mas-

luo

,^aw

d^ve^rutt^sjofflee

by tho

The

z
h“d

her .....
TatT

•

ms
head.
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on the left Sid,perBpir<>
allow his name to be used. The ballot,there- j prospoc grows hourly more serious The lat- Puul UP.,9 protect her
1 his, too, was the fact. So the pair
fore, was declared informal and a formal one i est authontativoannouncementis to tho efft-ct oaspicionat onco attached to tho boy, whose took seats opposite to each other and
THE WEST.
was taken, resultingin the choice of George that the attack on tho res deuce of tho British co"dQ®t.to!!rardth? ?loMe ofI 11,0 week bad been H| n
i ]ik
, ,
H. King, of Green county. Samuel Ryan, of agent at Cabul was opened by tiireo regimentsof notlce< 10 be suspicions. It appeared by U~ ti8 like two men who had just
At Willets, Mendocino county, Cal.,
Outagamie,was nominatedfor Secretary of the Afghan army, which were joined later bv mon3' before tho Coroner*that ho had left the found each hl8 other half.
a few days ago. Elijah Frost, “Bige” Gibson State; Andiew Haben, of Winnebago, nine others.
J 1 bouse on Tuesday night and spent the rest
“Well, this makes an end of natural
and “Tom” McCracken were taken from a Treasurer; J. Montgomery Mnith, of ; Yakoob Khan writes that their regular
at a bot«l- He wm seen, however, historv 1” exclaimed another guest who
constable and hanged by a mob. These men Iowa, Atioruey Genera.1, by acclamation,as began by stoning a small party of British offi. scver<d times going back to tho place, and t >6
Searinc. of
of cers on the streets.It seemed only an ordinal v | (hsooveiy of a dime novel, which had been : bl^ber ° bad Quietly gazed on thic
were under arrest for the larcenyof a saddle was also the nominationof Edward Searing,
Rock, for Superintendentof Public Instruction. attack by a mob at first, but tho report thaTaS I loaned ,,im on Saturday,Bing by his mother's strange performance as though it were
and some harness.
____ The Maine election, which was held on tho
________________
_____ to
_ be killed
•
T w...,
British at Cabul were
spread : Bldt‘ 4HhoWH A,ut he must have spent
a * play,
and every
one who overheard
..I. *1. ^ ____
1
i At
...
I unm f* TITTYA in
A hrvnuo n u In4n «
» 4.. ...1 .. ..
“
*
Three young people, named Louis Monday, Sept. 8, resulted in tho election 41.
through tho barracks and the city with great ‘“’T b??0 ln 1,10 bouse as late as
was .
to i0 )k f *u:_
Summit, Alice Cottrell and Ellen Dolinger, were
the society.
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novel wonder. This makes un end of
__________________
(Groenbacker).
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father, DanielR.
Anderson,
is living’ ! natural history!”
collected
from the various parts of the city where his
The Legislature is Republicanin both an immense crowd had assembledaround
branches.
tho Embassy building, and the troops, leaving
ied r 10 !augh'
Last night ho resolved to go back to the scone
. D?ai? ^ I exclaimed
the wagon in which they were sitting,becoming
The validity of the United States the camps and the barracks, appeared in of the tragedy, whether with tho intention
1>l0*
wr;
this
is
juflt
the beginning of
large bodies upon the scene. Meanwhile the
' frightened, precipitated the vehicle aid its human freightinto the water, with the result Election laws, which was the subjectof so building had been stoned, and eeveral shots confessingthe deed or of nutting a bold face natural history, for nature has many
mentioned....The steamer Alaska, plying be- much discussion in the last Congress, and had been fired from the crowd, but without upon the matter is not known. He had no strange caprices even as retards her
r
tween Detroit and Sandusky, mot with a serious which formed the subject of one of President perceptible effect A heavy volley of musketry money, and, being unable to pay his fare, Hvm
was then fired into tho crowd fromihe Embaa- was put off the train at Pla.nville, a few ^f^try.
disaster near Detroit The lining in her steam- Hayes' most elaborate vetoes, is to bo tested bemiles out of Cincinnati. He went to a hotel, * then mentioned, the case of a man
chimney blew out, knocking the front end of
but was refusedadmittance,not having money I had known in my boyhood who
of
the
RalHmnre
eleetinn
volleys.
J he destructionof the British resithe boner into pieces. The escaping steam matter
matter of the Baltimore election cases.
dency and tbo lives of its inmates were descalded eight of the crew. The two engineers,
?“ml8-like' had.,two. tot?!'y different
manded on all sides. “ Death to tho British ”
GENERAL.
one fireman and one deck-hand jumped over,es on one hU*e mughing, on tho
was heard in every mouth. Meanwhile found on a coal heap near the stationwith
board. The latter was saved, but the other
The Washington correspondentof fully 8,000 troops, regulars and ir- bullet through his head and his right hand otlier crying. Naturally I dreaded this
three were drowned and their bodies lost
the New York Herald says that “since tho ad- regulars, had thoroughlysurrounded the grasping a thirty-twocalil>er pistol. He had strange double face, with one sido
Leadville luck: Rudolph A. Leimer,
journmentof Congress a number of Gen. building and cut off all possiblemeans of rei ““Of • pl-pand oomely, like a girl's
treat. The force defending the Embassy numcashier of the Kansas Pacific Railway Express,
Grant's friends have had under consideration a
bered seventy nine They fought with tho surmised.He was living apparenily on good c‘ieek, while the other waa all scarred
at Denver, Col, not long ago invested 1250 in suggestion, coming originallyfrom a disgreatest bravery. It is said that the Ameer’s terms with his mother and aunt, and was re- , by the small-pox. This side of the
a pool to develop a Leadville mine, and has tinguished Southern soldier,to create the office son was fatally injured. A largo number of
garded in the village and in the printing office ; face denoted dhurlishneas ; and, while
with suitable
- . General of the Army,
.
-------- , the mutineers were killed. After the buildings
lust sold his interest for Iw.OOO cash. Gov. of Captain
Tabor has sold out his one-third interestin the pay and allowances,and to have tho same i of tho Embassy were fired, the survivors
:
f
a smilc' ““s
Little Pittsburgh mine at Leadville for $1,- tenderedto Gen. U. 8. Grant, in recognition of j salliedout and defended themselvesdesporate- he acted for or with his father. Mrs. Hatte mi8Ctiiet. In this instance disease had
was married to _________
Anderson when
she was 10 been unsymmetrical.
000,000 cash.
his patrioticservicesin behalf of tho Union.” ly, but all were killed,including Maj. Cavag_____ ____
The correspondent adds that the proposition nari. Intense excitement prevails tin oughout J-®4™
waa a pretty girl, and in
A freight train on the St. Louis di- has been received with great favor, and will 1
I b®r later years was regarded as a handsome
from Over-Study.
take
shape
in
a
bill
accomplishing
tho
purposes
vision of the Wabash road ran through a
named early in tho next sessionof Congress.
of^aj^Cii^igM^ihmtse^reta^^(^nkffi8^Dr^
a^and affivo^co^folbwldZb^uentl! A New York paper tells the sad story
bridge near Carpenter station,killingEngineer
A New York dispatch says that Jay Kelley and Lieut ’Hamilton, comnmi(ling ti,e 1 J?0 wo®*n wa8 married .t0 a Mr {Ia,t®.who | o a girl of 20-the youngest of a family
Corcoran and Brakeman Uueraeyer,and seri^g” a“ iuMaue asylum. The of six daughters in that city— who haa
ously injuring the fireman The engine and Gould has declined the invitation to join the escort,comssting of twenty-six cavalry and i died
fifty infantry and Sepoy guards. Tlie troops
of 18 f00.0!^8 ^ ,,iat Anderson ism just died from over-study.*A year ago
eight cars jumped the track and went through
u bear” side of the market He says tho present the Embassy wore Indeed in twn hnii«M I,, tho ! 80106 w».v implicated m the murder, and that
thd bridge.
prosperouscondition of tho country is an asY. A. Seavey, Superintendent of the surance that no combinationcould depress
prices. The demand of tho world for food, structed of wood. Tho mutineers finally ! ‘J ,, ia? ,cI?ated & profoundsousation,and Leaving the institution she took up tho
Chicago Police, is dead.... John C. Gault, for
which the United States can supply,gives eviburned down the doors of the Embassy and furthor deta,lH ar0 eagerl-v
study of natural philosophy,astronomy
many years AssistantGeneral Manager of the

drowned near Petersburg, Incl, a few days
ago. They were being ferried across White
river in a flat-boat,and the mules attached to
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(iarcelon (Democrat)and Smith
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dence of profits which must, for tLo present at
least,quiet the grumblers.

1
.

Chicago Milwaukee and 8t Paul railroad, has
accepted the positionof General Manager of
the

Wabash road.
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an excellent examinationfor the posibook
Valentine
Baker
writes
:
teacher
in one of
HOOK vaienune iMlKer writes
n-neuux
ui the
me publio
pilOllO

bolJ;
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A m“t. i?t*UjjP.n| Tllrki"b officer’
‘he study
taken violently ill aeon after their departnre t “ble' ,here 8“mB 10
•» '«vor - ’"B “ ‘“S11 , <>“«“> po«itiou,accounted | <>f othe™> «>ie fltil pursued her own.
Chicago last week. There was quite a largo and the absence of rest and the prevalence of tho view that the disaffectionhas not spread all to me for the evil os follows:“In Tur- and took UP painting m water-colors^
attendance ____ A fire at Marysville,Cal. do- 1 bad weather B°on rendered the Captain unfit ovfr A^l,am®taQ| bnt tliat the affair iVmerely i key there exists no aristticracv, properly ! ^or ber own recreation.
tho
strowd $80, (CO wQrth of businessproperty. . for service. After drifting about for a
nevei , ‘C l
di',iaPP«ar so called, which may show an examule dimmer vacation began she went to8t
Hotel and .over.,
,£u,d! of honor 'and honesty to thl
| Lake George to spenfl it with a sister,
ings at I/»ngmout, Col., have been burned.
fidelity
of
tho
Ameer.
Badshah
Khan’s
ad1
ately
below
them.
For
this,
to
a
confaking her books and paints with her.
Loss, $40,000.
boat, have coma to grief.

Mm. Qoldemith wa.,

taform.”™ " ".r

his
ins
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time,

wdl.

Europe.
W
fhn
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When
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K Rett in the nmnW nf
10 !1,e B-itS
i8 valualdo aH rc- siderable extent, the social system is to he T,ie tragic, but not unnatural,sequel is*
>y. xv. 13 ell, in tue employ ol the moymg what might have been a senous
w,,* ----now rpnnrdpd Th«t™r
blamed. Rut we must seek further than now recorded. The poor abused nervea
Adams Express Company at Kansas City Mo., | cl° 10 tlie advance from Kitram to Cabul. Tho
this want of an aristocracyamong the c°nld at last no longer perform their
themselves
in the Grand Hotel Tney
-----------------------remained
--uid who absconded with 17,500 of the comp.- ! tTntS‘!nt!;wi“oToooUl|o,?0t11Wlit “1”
„ .,1 10..
. , . w,, ..
winter snows had blockadedthe passes, or better classes for that general system of functions. The muscles refused to act,,
in tho city until the 13th, when they left for ; n.v s money, has been arrested in Florida, and even until the British had evacuated Caudahar
Fremont....A brief telegram from Santa Fe,
recovered.Bell was taken back to seems to indicatethat tho rising was wholly corruption which is the bane of official aiul tlie Power °f articulationleft her,
New Mexico, mentionsthe killing of seven Kansas City.
unpremeditated. ”
life and of all prosperity. This kills and she died in utler flg°nY, the victim
stock herders by a war party, ami a rumor to
the patriotic feeling which alone can of a passion for work and study.— BosA
Havana
dispatch
says the insurgent
the effectthat sixteen soldiers sent against the
sustain tho existence of a nation in to:i Post.
New York Politics.
savages have met death in a similarmanner. bands in the districtsof Holguin and Santiago
No particulars are given.
The Republican State Convention of Now times of trial, and utterly debases the
de Cuba have been broken up into small parTHE MARKETS.
Chicago elevatorscontain 1,155,681 ties. Twenty persons surrendered in Santiago York, convened at Saratoga Sept. 3, was called whole fabric of social organization.For
the origin of the evil we must look to
de
Cuba.
Tho
rest
of
the
island
is
perfectly
to
order
by
A.
B
Cornell,
Senator
Roscoo
NEW YORK.
bushels of wheat, 3,230,841bushels of corn,
tranquil.
$0 2.1 <{$10 25
Conkling was made temporary Chairman, and the constant system of change in ofli- Rf KVEH ............................
460,347 bushelsof oats, 117,000 bushels of rye,
Hook .............................
8 50 © 4 Oil
cial positions which seems to have beGen.
Grant
has
written
a
letter to Vico President William A. Wheeler chosen
Cotton ............................12 (£ 12&
129,036 bushelsof barley, making a grand total
3 tlu <$ 4 00
of 5,092,9. •S bushels, against 0,004,417 bushels Admiral Aramen, iu which he states that, after permanent Chairmaa AfteTThV^oVtio”: COme a,ra08t inherent in Turkish gov- Flouu— Superfine.................
Whkat-No. .....................
1 02 (cp 1 11
at this period last year.
___________________________________
having
given tho subjectconsideration, ho has_ of a platform,the convontion proceeded | foment, and to the system of protec- Cohn— We-tom Mixed ............. 45 (# 47
THE SOUTH.
decided that when the Inter-Oceanic Canal ['to nominatea candidate for Governor.Tho i1,011 _ w , f° C0U8tantlyraise peo- Oats- Mixed .......................31 ($ 33
Company is properlyformed, ami can secure first and only ballot resulted: A. B. Cornell P^e °f l°w and °ften menial positions to Rye -Western ..................... 64 <g) 65
John H. Gatling, brother of the in- suitable cone ssious from the Nicaraguan Gov- New Yoik, 234; W. H. Robertson,WWchestor’ the highest offices of the state. The Poiik— Meaa ......................8 90 t^9U0
C
ventor of the Gatling gun, was recently mur- ernment, he (Gen. Grant) will accept the Presifrank reenlt is that men who have no fortunes
CHICAGO.
dered at Murfreesboro,N. C.
| Reeves- Choice Gndui Steern.... 4 65 (ft 5 25
-vwaaaa ax. Uiailli, iUUJJIgUUl-• i*|
•
Cows ami IMfent ....... 2 25 (<$ 3 75
Contributionsare being freely made
Medium to Fair ......... 8 90 (<5 4 25
The
Captain
and
crew
of
the
Norwe; Jg’.
W’
I
limlte?’
!°
mak?
in tho South for the benefit of the childrenof
3 HI (ft 3 71)
. n, ’ ne'-- fsarT to a choice, 227. The ; the most of their opportunitiesby rapid Hoc.s ..........
th© late Gen. Hood, who are left destitute.
4 75 id 6 50
gian bark Columbia arrivedat New York last 1 Chairmanannounced that, as A. B. Cornell
and
wholesale robbery,
4 LU Id 4 75
At Memphis, for the forty-eight hours week, and reported having collided with a sea- rec(1ived R majorityof all tho votes, he was the springs a system of bribery, extortion *> heat— No. 2 -priiiK ......
Mi ig, 87
3 Spring ............. E2 (#
83
ending at 6 o’clock n. m., Sept 4, there were serpentor some other marine animal, in which ti^nomination8uMnlmon^wM IT'nf!'/0
and general corruption. Every man is Con.v— No.No.
2...
32 @ 33
trying to jostle his neighbor out of some O' tx — No. 2...
22 (d> 23
post, iu order that he may secure it, Rye— No. ........................ 49 igt 50
Farley
No.
.................
72 ($ 75
for the same period. The fever was gradually for New
7. _ Tv
_ .0r 7.^®
e*...&86Pl16arr
for Comptroller, James W. Wadsworth;for either for himself or for a friend who RrrrEit- Choice Creamery ........ HI (<$ 18
spreailing in the suburbs and toward the counvorkton
Treasurer Nathan D. Wendell; for Attornev may be useful. The state is a bad Foils — Frf'h ..................... 11 (4 12
try. The Howard Assoriatiouhave
»ukkiun.
8 25 (3 8 35
Pork — Mess ......................
their funds, and have issued au appeal for aid Gen. Grant sailed Sept. 3, from Yoko6
S8u‘JVe™mHow.teJtoil'°r “““ ED8iU6ai'I P»Jto<wter,,yetrapid fortunes must l,o
Presidi nt Hayes and party arrived
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at Cincinnation the 9th insL, and domiciled
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York.
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exhausted

to the country at

large.

Twenty-two deaths from

yellow fever

|

ed to the Memphis Board of Health for the
three days ending on the evening of Sept

ToUl

new cases for the week. 152, of which
seventy-eightwere whites and seventy-four
colored Total number of cases since the breaking out of the disease, 1,005, and total deaths,

For the two days ending at 6
onth,8;.„tog„. Hep, » ,hore were

<-‘7-

of Health in the same period.

WASHINGTON.

The Treasury Department has

just

called in July last. Up to the present time the
Governmenthas placed in control of that bank
$1,350,000 of the $1,600,000 stolen.

A Washington dispatch of

i

had

says

:
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-The New York ProhibitionStats Conven- ! made* Thl8 0,1.C0 “pomplwhed,and
San Fran- tion met at Syracuse on the 3d inst and nomi- 1 the power to bribe being available,the
nated the following ticket: For Governor,Prof. I official may rest pretty well assured
cisco Sept 21
. .The Emperor of Germany
John
Mears; for Lientenant Governor,
aiul
of Ru8eia met at Alexandrowe the
that, even if reverses come upon him,
other day, by appointment Tho meet- James H. Bronson; for Secretary of State he will not be long left out in the cold.
Alphonso
A.
Hopkins;
for
Comptroller,
Caleb
ing is Mid to nave been exceedingly
cordial..,.Eastern Roumelia is threat- W. Alii; for Treasurer, Stephen Merritt; for The result is intense jealousy, distrust
ened with
Mahommedan uprising.... Btate Engineer,John J. Hooder; for Attorney and intrigue. No one unacquainted
Tlie National railwayof Switzerland, built at a General,Walter Farrington.
with Turkish life can believe the extent
cost of 82,000,000 francs, has just been sold for
to which this jealousy is prevalent, nor
4,000,000francs.... A Havana dispatch cays
The Moscow journals relate an exhow the desire to oust some civil rival
that the home Governmenthas notitfed
the au_______
traordinaryescape of a young Nihilist
from bis positionseems to be the allgirl named Gobieslawska from the
absorbing
idea of nine ont of every ten
Cuba, and will also send all tho funds neces- hands of the police. The latter had
Turkish officials. The canker extends
sary to meet the increasedexpenditure.
discovered the honse in whioh she was
to the army, more especially to the
A large number of amnestied Com- concealed,and were about to make the
higher ranks, gud it is to this that we
the United States. He is due at
.

.

tho

W

a

day. They were enthusiastically
received at

MILWAUKEE.
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two men. They

man servant: “Well, Jacques, yon
showed these gentlemen out; what did
they say? ” “Ah! General, tney seemed
to differ with each other; the big, fat
one said that they must have
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TOLEDO.
Whicat— *mber

th.ir „mi

tainino th. nilLt. nf
16 l8.te c““paign, aa well as most of
the station by friends and relatives, with cries taining the object of their search and
the disastersthat have befallen the
of “Vive la Repnbliqne."They looked generrapidly disappeared
Turkish arms iu previous ones.”
ally very pale and careworn. Their reception
for some unknown destination,leaving
by the members of their families was very affecting. Many of the men brought with them the gendarmes to gaze disconsolately
After three medical celebrities had
pet animals,such as dogs and cats, the com- after them.
gone from the bedside of the French
panions of their painful exile. The conduct
In
Hampshire a good deal of op- General X., the General rang for his
and bearing cf tho pardoned men was excel-

the 8th
New
The President and family left tolent There were no revengefulexpressions position has shown itself to the recent
• day tor the West. Gen. Sherman will accomheard.
State law taxing church property on all
pany the President to Cincinnati,and attend
Advices
from
Calcutta
leave
no
sums
above $10,000. In some cases thq
the Exposition there. SecretaryEvarts will
join the Presideut in his visit to Kansas, and doubt whatever that the Indian authorities are law has been denounced from the pulomaia wita him until his return, early in Oo- preparing, quietly bat certainly, for a war
,

^1°

munists arrived at Paris in a body the other

made payment of $150,000 to the Manhattan
Savings Bank of the 10-40 bonds which were

inst

‘

t i

^

o’clock

one deaths at Memphis from yellow fever,
forty six new oases being reported to the Board
.

-4’

hama, Japan, in the steamship City of Tokio,

, for

aml forty new cases of the disease were report-

I
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A patent has been taken out in Ger- Bohemian, 10 Greek, 6 Hebrew, 6
many by Bonbriel and Breck for wicks Wendish, 5 Flemish, 5 Portuguese, 4
for oil (petroleum) lamps made of glass Servian, 4 Slovenian,3 Croatian, 3

SABBATH READING.
Uunpokeu Prayer.
Too tired— too worn to pray,
I can but (old ray hands,
Entreating in a voicelessway,
Of Him who understands

threads and also of a mixture of cotton Lithuanian, 2 Kuthenian, 2 Illyrian, 2
and glass threads.They are said to add Armenian, 2 Persian,1 Slovock, 1 Fin-

How

to the brilliancy .of the light, and to be

nish, 1 Turkish— altogether 2,504 for-

virtually non-destructible.

eign newspapers. But it would be a
mistake to infer that

a

demand for

for-

Thomas Wilson, of Baltimore, who eign newspapers exists in Germany at
died the other day, left a half a million all commensurate with what these figdollars for

endowment of the Thomas

ures would suggest. During the year

1877 the German postoflices had 2,809,and $200,000 for the endow- 409 registered subscribers for home
ment of the Thomas Wilson Fuel-Sav- newspapers, etc., but there wgre only
Wilson Sanitarium for the Children of

the Poor,

ing

Society, to aid

the poor. A

half 30,870 subscribersfor foreign journals

million is given to his nephews and (there were 40,305 in 1875).
nieces.

_

,

and heart succumb—
How will sinks,weary- wean.
“ Dear Lord, ray languid lips are dumb,
See what I ran not speak.*’
Just ss the wearied child,
Through sobbing pain opprest.
Drops, hushingall its wailings wild,
Upon its mother’s breast—
So on Thy bosom, I
Would cast ray speechless prayer,'
Nor doubt that I hou wilt lit me lie
In trustfulweaknessthere,
And though no consrious thought
before me rises clear,
The prayer, of worthless language wrought,
Thou yet wilt deign to hear.
For when, at best. I plead—
What so my spiritsaith—
I Only am the bruised reed,
And Thou, the breathing breath.
-MargaretJ. Prexton.
flerh

Sin Rowland Hill, the well-known
Light In Darknms.
Quinine has declined 25 cents per
author of the penny-postage system in
It is dark in the hut and cold.
ounce from the advanced price estabEngland, and whose death occurred reThe earth is covered with snow and
lished just after the repeal of the duty.
cently, was presented, not long ago, the wind blows through the cracked
The quotation is now $3,110 per ounce.
window-panes, and in her poor home
with the freedom of the city of Loudon,
by the Zuyder Zee the blind girl spins.
The imports are increasing, and buyers
and, as he was unable to attend at GuildThough dark she turns her wheel, for
have held off, expecting a decline, inhall to receive it, as is invariably the this is the only way to keep herself
stead of contracting early in the season
custom, the Mayor and Corporation warm.
for fall supplies, as has been the custom
She toils on, whether the sun
paid him the remarkable compliment of
sends his bright beams into the hut 'or
heretofore.
going to his country seat to make the
whether the veil of night is over all.
presentation. The gold box, inclosed She toils hard, for the spinning-wheel
New gold fields have been discovered
in an ebony casket, was worth $2,500. is her only means of support.
in Tasmania, Australia,on the west coast
To-night the blind girl spins unSir Rowland’s collection of stamps, the
of the former place, which was formerly

most complete existing,

is

valued

usually fast, until at last the flax is all

at

provoked a saint to say, if a saint had
been familiar with the quotation, “A
ministering angel, thou!” Could you
have seen him with fumbling fingers
and with eyes sweeping the horizon,
es^ay to cut out coats and garments,

J—'

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

David Van P at, of Dundee, is 101
years old.

All
down

the Muir

saw-

mills have shut

for want of logs.

you would have seen directly that, whatever else he might become, he would
The cash valuation of the taxable
never become a seamstress. No, nut property in Caro is $128,720; assessed

the Lady

of

Joppa knew how

to

make

the very needle evangelical, and she did

such beautifulkindnesses with it for
the women and children that with
grateful delight they fondly lingered on
her name, calling her “ Gazelle.” For

valuation, $107,180.

John Wivell, employed

at the

cy copper mine. Hancock, fell
shaft 100 feet, and was killed.

Quin-

down

a

Indian Agent Lee has been trying to
her dear sake her Savior got a hearing, punish some Upper Peninsula people for
and we are quite sure that if there had selling whisky to the Indians.
been any Zenana work to do in her
Marshall people are raising a fund
country she would have been the first
for taking the stumps and snags out of
to do it.— The Standard.
the

Kalamazoo river

at that point.

Prof. E. Shelton, of the Kansas
AgriculturalCollege,has declined the
G«*n. Gntnt'H VUIt to (he Great Monument. professorship tendered him by the
[From a Now York Herald Letter.]
Lansing AgriculturalCollege.
About 2 o’clock in the afternoon Lieut.
The sixth reunion of the alumni of
Sperry,
navigator, had an
the Michigau State Agricultural Colexperience that must have reminded
lege,, was held in the college chapel on
him of Columbus discovering America.
Tuesday, the 26th ult.
He had found the Great Wall. By careA proposed new town in Wexford
fully looking through our glasses,in
time we saw it— a thick, brown, irregu- county will have four voters. And these
lar line, that crumbled into the sea. four voters will have all the offices and
The Richmond steamed towards the the regular official loot.

THE CHINESE WALL.

the

beach, and so gracious was the weather Mbs. J. G. Terry, of East Saginaw,
that we were able to anchor within a ha8 sold 500 acres of pine land on the

mile

of

shore. All the boats were let Molasses river

to

Eugene Chappol for

as could be spared Q00.
from the vessel went ashore— the CapProbadly fiom 15,000.000 to 20.000,tain, the officers,sailors in their blue,
tidy uniforms, and an especial' sailor, 000 feet of ash lumber will go out of he
with a pot of white paint, to inscribe the Saginaws this season. The price in
fact that the Richmond had visited the that market at present is from $16 to
Great Wall. The Groat Wall is the $18 per 1,000 feet.
(town, and as

many

worked off the bobbin. Then the wheel
stops, and with a sigh she drops her
price.
hands and thinks.
the Pieman river, diggers realizing an
She arises,and finding her way gropounce and a half, or $30, per man daily.
The mutations of fortune which are ing along the wall to the little bureau
It was expected that the discoverywould experienced by many who have been in the corner, she eagerly grasps the
rapidly increase the population, as num- conspicuous in public affairs has a fresh only book in the room. Returning in
only monument I have seen which
Wm. M. Counrod, aged 25, and only
the same manner to her chair, she sits
bers were Hocking to the locality from illustration in the case of Mr. George
could be improved by modern sacri- married three months, a carpenter emdown, opens the book and begins to
lege, and which could be painted over
Melbourne, Launceston, and other W. Jones, who, at the age of 80, is forced read.
ployed at the Batchelor mill, eight
and plastered without compunctiousof miles below East Saginaw, fell into the
cities.
by impeenniosity to seek the nomina- Read? Yes, read, and to find consoconscience. From what I read of this
tion for Sheriff of Dubuque county, lation in God’s word. Though dark it stupendous achievement it was built river the other evening, and waa
The production of petroleum in
drowned.
may be without,within shines the light
Iowa. After receiving a collegiate of the gospel. Her dark, dreary life under the reign of a Chinese Emperor
Pennsylvania is now 60,000 barrels
who flourished two centuries before Two thousand cords of wood beeducation, Mr. Jones was, in 1826, ap- is illuminatedby Christ's love.
xlaily. Mr. Henry E. Wrigley, author of
Christ. The Emperor was disturbed by longing to the Flint and Pore Marquette
pointed Clerk of the United States
Beneficent friends have given her a
a work on the geology of that State,
the constant invasion of the Tartars, a Railroad Company, at Birch run, took
Court in Missouri, was aid decamp to “Bible for the blind,” and taught her hardy, nomadic race who came from fire one day last week, and was conreaches the conclusion that the total
how to read with the finger tops. For
Gen. Dodge in the Black Hawk war,
the hills of Mongolia and plundered RU|Tie^- Tho loss will approximate
future production of Pennsylvania will
many years she has found peace and
member of Congress from Wisconsin happiness in the words of her Redeem- his people, who were, indeed, afterward | $13.&90.
not exceed 86,000,000 barrels ; and that
to come — if the only the Emperor could
Great excitement prevails at Newfrom 1835 to 1837, Surveyor-General of er. Alas 1 this refuge, the only one she
a continued production of anything like
have opened^the book of fate and known port over an alleged discovery of
the Northwest Territory during the has, will be denied her.
—and rule the country and found the precious metals at Xavier Loranger’s
the quan'ity now raised will exhaust
In vain she feels over the letters and
administrationsof Van Buren and Polk,
dynasty which exists, after a fashion, stone-quarry. It is reported by experts
the entire possible area of productive
endeavors to make a phrase out of the
United States Senator from Iowa from few letters she can distinguishhero and still. So his Majesty resolved to build that gold, silver and copper exist there.
territory in Pennsylvaniain less than
1848 to 1859, and then for two years there. Incessant labor bad hardened a wall which should forever protect his i The quarry has long been worked for
six years.
empire from the invader. The wall 1 limestone.
United States Minister to Colombia. her fingers’ tops; she could no more was built, and so well was it done that
The receipts and disbursementsat
Now ho turns up for the shrievaltyof distinguish the letters with those cal- here we come, wanderers from the anThe Wallingford Gjmraumty, an offlous fingers.
the State treasury for the month of
tipodes,
twenty
centuries
after, and
shoot of the Oneida Community, fol- ! Dubuque,
For a while she seemed to be stupefind it still a substantial,imposing, August were as follows
fied.
She is bereaved of the only thing
liulatirn on hand July
................
glllK) MHi.TO
lows the example of the parent society,
Ml.’JMi.'Jl
The Matterhorn mountain in Switzer- which made her bear her gloomy lot but, in the .light of modern science, Receipt* for AiikuiU ..............
and has formally declared that its mema
useless wall. It is 1,250 miles
Total ...............................
$788.7112.48
land, in descending which Dr. Mosely, patiently. She feels more forlorn than
in length, and it is only when you con- DlHburaemonU for An^uat .............. 118,1127.40
bers shall marry in conformity with the
she ever did before. It seems to her
of Boston, lately lost his life, is all-but
sider that distance, and the incredible
laws of the land. The society in New
that even God 1ms forsaken her.
amount of labor it imposed, that the Balance on hand Auk. 30 ................$075,185.08
a precipice. It is 14,835 feet high, and
“I will bring the blind by a way that
York numbered about 300 members,
is one of the grandest peaks in the they know not ; I will lead them in paths magnitude of the work breaks upon you.
Emmet County Democrat : The woods
while that in Connecticuthad about
We landed on a smooth, pebbly beach, are not quite full of ’em, but still there
world. It can be crossed at a height of that they have not known ; I will make
studded with shells which would have are considerable many pigeons flying
fifty. The readinesswith which these
nearly 12,000 feet, through the Cervin darkness light before them, and crooked rejoiced the eyes of children. We
people give up practicts followed for
around the country, and sportsmen are
thinge straight; these things will I do
pass. Many attempts have been made
unto them and not forsake them.” found a small village and saw the vil- having lots of fun shooting them. Nextyears would indicate that free- love docto ascend to the top. Prof. John These words of Isaiah come to her lagers gathering corn. The children, a spring wo confidently expect to see
trines, put to the test, had not come up
few beggars, and a blind person came millions of these birds in this vicinity,
Tyndall has twice reached a great eleva- mind, and, ashamed of her unbelief, she
to expectations.
to welcome us. The end of the wall as the beech trees are loaded with nuts,
tion; in 1862 he gained the height of kneels down, and, with the Bible still
which juts into the sea has been beaten their favorite food.
clasped in her hands, she prays
13,970
feet.
In
1865
a
party
of
four
by the waves into a ragged, shapeless
Drunkenness continues to be the
“ Dear Lord, Thy will be done; but it
Iosco County Gazette: An associaEnglish
gentlemen
and
four
guides is so hard to part forever with Thy pre- condition. There was an easy ascent,
great and almost parent vice in the
however, up stone steps. At the top tion of gentlemenhas been formed and
British metropolis. In 1878 no less started from Zermatt, and successfully cious word, which has given me so many there was a small temple, evidentlygiv- the proposition of tbe Agricultural
a consolation,and has always been a
than 88,740 persons were taken into accomplished the ascent, but in descend- friend in need and my guide on my en to pious use still, for there was a Society with regard to fitting a race
custody by the London police. Of ing the rope connecting the party dreary path ; still, Father, I submit to keeper who dickeredabout letting us in, course accepted. Work has already
and the walls seemed to be in order, been begun, and the track enlarged,
these 57,038 were summarily convicted broke, and one of the guides and three Thy will, forlknowhToushalt not leave
clean and painted. The wall at the site plowed, grubbed, and graded ready for
or held to bail, 23,167 were discharged of the Englishmen, among them Lord me uucomforted.”
of the temple was seventy-five or 100 tho surface coat of clay. The society
At these words she pressed the book
by the magistrates, and 3,541 commit- Francis Douglas, were thrown down a
feet wide, but this was only a special and associationwill soon have one of
against her lips as if to give it the last
width to accommodate the temple and tho be4 driving tracks to bo found in
ted for trial. The male offenders num- precipice £000 feet deep.
parting kiss.
present
an imposing presence to the the country.
bered 56,122, and the female 27,524.
A cry breaks the silence of the room
sea. As far as we could see the wall
Ex-Governorand ex- Senator E. D.
It
is
a
cry
of
joy.
For being drunk 16,227 persons were
The report of the State Salt InspectMorgan, of New York, commenced busiGod has heard her prayer and re- stretched over hill and valley, until it or shows the product of Michigau salt
taken into custody and prosecuted,and
became a line. Its average width at
ness in life as a clerk for his uncle, stored the Bible to her. Her tender lips the surface is from twenty to twenty- inspected during the month of August
for being drunk and disorderlynot less
have touched the letters, and distinctly
Nathan Morgan, a wholesale grocer in
five feet. At the base it vanes from as 245,932 barrels,the largest of any
than 19,181; in all, 35,408.
can she tell the words they pressed on.
Hartford. On returning once from a With tears of joy rolling over hei pale forty feet to TOO. It is made of stono month in the history of salt manufactand brick, and, considering that twenty ure in the State, and 40,000 barrels
trip to New York, whither he had been cheeks, she again and again reads those
When Mr. Moody laid the cornercenturies have been testing its work- more than was inspected during the
sent to buy corn, he showed samples of words of the Savior
correspondingmouth last year. The
manship, the work was well done.
stone of his proposed school for girls
“lam the light of the world ; he that
his purchase,and said that, as the price
As a mere wall there is nothing im- inspection year commences with Deat North field the other day, ho placed
followeth Mo shall not walk in darkness
posing about the Great Wall of China. cember, and the total product up to
was comparatively small, he had bought
but shall have the light of life.”
in the copper box some fine soft speciThere are 100,000 walls, the world over, Sept. 1 was 1,347,920barrels, against
“three cargoes.” lu those days that
Faith had provided a way, as it will
mens of flax and wool, caided and spun
better built and more useful. What 1,288,746 barrels. The demand has been
was donsidered a very large quantity of for all when the hour of extremity arimpressed us was the infinite patience active, and the Salt Association adin 1820 by his mother, who sat near,
grain, and Uncle Nathan, in despair, de- rives— that hour which so frequently which could have compassedso vast a vanced the price 10 cents per barrel.
white-haired and happy. Among the
discloses the wisdom and love of God.
clared he was ruined. “Very well,” said
labor. Wonderful are the Pyramids,
—J. G. Honigh, in Youth's Comother things contributed to the box
Colured MethodlaU.
and wonderfulas a dream the mins of
young Morgan, after listening awhile to panion.
was a volume of his sermons, presented
Thebes. There you see mechanical reThe fourth annual conference of the
the lamentations, “you needn’t father
Dorcas anti Peter.
sults which you cannot follow or solve, A. M. E. Churches of Indiana and Mi41 by Ambrose Moody.” “ No, no,” cried
the transaction if you don’t want to, for
One of the liveUest occasions con- engineering achievements we could not chigan was held last week at the church
Mr. Moody, blushing and reaching for
I have already sold two cargoes of it at nected with the recent Baptist anniver- even now repeat. The Great Wall is a
in Ypsilanti, Mich. Following are the
the book, but it vanished in the box,
a handsome profit.”The storm cleared saries in London was the Zenana marvel of patience. I had been reading appointments made by Bishop Shorter
and he cast a reproachful look at his
the late Mr. Seward’s calculationthat before adjournment:
oft then, and the uncle became all rain- breakfast, givtn at Canon Street Hotel,
tall nephew, who stood laughing beside
PARISH APPOINTMENTS.
in the interest of the Zenana missions the labor which had builded the Great
bow and sunshine. The next morning
Richmond,lud,— L. 1). Orotoy.
him. The trowel which Mr. Moody
in India. The most taking of the Wall would have built the Pacific railIndianapolis, Ind.— Bethel, to bennpplied.
young E. D. Morgan, the clerk, was speeches made was by Dr. Sanford. ways. Gen. Grant thought that Mr.
Indianapolis, Ind.— Allen Chapel,K 'ritus.
used was one which be said with some
Seward had underrated its extent. “I
Detroit, Mich.— Bethel Church, D. P. Roberts.
called inio the counting-room and in- We quote some portion of it:
emotion had long been employed by
Detroit, Mich — Ebem-zer Church, J. tilmpaon.
Cardinal Manning haa spoken with believe,”he said, “that the labor exformed that the man who could enEvansville, Ind — M. Lewis.
bis father, a stone-mason, in earning
pended
on
this
wall
could
have
built
Torre Haute, Ind.— J. Mitchein.
gineer such operations successfully stately eloquence about the primacy of
his bread and that of his children.
Peter, but 1 think something might be every railroad in the United States,
Now Albany, Iud.-H. H. Thomosoa
ought not to occupy a subordinate po- said for the primacy of Dorcas. Peter every cuial and highway, apd most if
Vincennes,Ind.— John Ferguson.
Ypsilanti, Mich. -Jesse Bus.
sition,and that hereafter he should have was all very well for a man (of course I not all of our cities.” The story is that
The German postoffices undertake to
Crawfordsville, lud.— Ja»en Bnndy.
millions
were
employed
on
the
wall;
an interest in the business as a partner. now leave out the mysterious element
Jeffersonville,Ind.— H. B. Gordon.
receive subscriptionsboth for home and
CIRCUIT APPOINTMENTS.
of the supernatural);he was “a rich, that the work lasted for ten years.
foreign newspapers, and a very large
~ Mount Vernon, lud.— M Coleman.
rough gem ;” he had good sound sense ;
In Lombardy large fields of water- !T Charleston, IntL-1. B. Channers.
The Empress Eugenie.
proportion of the newspapers and other
he was hardy, not fearing to let the wet
melons are raised solely for making - Knights town, Ind.-H. Harper.
The
Paris
Gauloia
says
that
the
Erne
wind whistle through his hair; he was
periodicalsare actually procured by
Ind. -A. J. Fergmon.
sugar. They are planted upon the " Miicnell,
press Eugenie is still in the same stut- loud, that superlative quality in a min
New Gordon, I.;d-John Myers,
German readers through the agency of
of depression. She receives nobody, ister, and with a voice accustomedto saudy borders of the rivers after the j Cambridge City, Ind. — G. B. Pope.
Lafajette, Ind-L Buren.
the postofficte.The latest M Postal and dines alone in her own apartment. battle with the hiss and roar of many spring floods retire. Unlike the mode
Loganspurt,Ind. — J. M. Smith.
of
planting
adopted
here, the vines are
Newspaper Price List” issued by the SSbe only leaves her room to go into waters; he was the very man to make
Kalamazoo, Mich.— R Jeffries.
planted
one
foot
apart
in the row, and
Franklin, Ind— John Jordan.
Imperial General Postofficein Berlin that of her son. On the first day she everybody hear him in a great crowd,
Madison, Ind— D. A Johnson.
entered it since his burial she nearly that voice of his being doubtless one the rows eight feet apart. The vines
for 1879 informs us that any one may
Rockville. lud-W. 8. Langford
are all turned one way. Only
fainted on beholding the fatal saddle reason, along with others, why divine
Brownsville,Ind.— G. W. Benson.
now obtain, through the German post- which cost the Prince Imperial his life. wisdom appointedhim to be the preacher melons are allowed to grow on each
Ann Arbor, Mich.— H. H. Wilson.
vine. The melons are cut open by
HL Joseph, Mich.— L Radchffe.
offices, 852 French newspapers and pe- The Empress supports herself with the to the Pentecostalcrowd. With ail his
hand and the inside scraped ont. The
Battle Creek, Mien.— G. H. Alexander.
consolations
of religion. When she is distinction,if he had tried to fill the place
riodicals (i. e., in the French language,
• Princeton, lud.— A H. Knight
not praying she gets her companion to of Dorcas for only one week, he would pulp is put through a strainer, and tbe
Greeucaslle, lud
Clay.
some of them being published in Beljuice
is
then
boiled
down
and
made
read pious works to her, such as those have been made to feel bis own nothingHouth Bend, Ind— J. W. Harper.
gium or Switzerland), 701 English of St. 'Augustin and Massillon. Her ness. He was no shy violet hiding in into sugar.
Saginaw, Micb.— G. W. Gilmore.
Bloomington,Ind— A. A Burley.
ditto (includingpapers from the United Majesty is still obliged to take chloral the foliage and pouring its fragrance
There are two things that will make
MISSION APPOINTMENT*.
States, Australia, etc.), 147 Italian, 98 to obtain sleep. Her friends have tried from the shade. A sick-room would not us happy in this life, if we attend to
Coryden, lud
Cole.
in vain to in Ince her to change her have been his sphere. His hand would them. The first is never to vex ourFort Wayne, Ind.
McDaniels.
Swedish, 83 Dutch, 69 Russian, 68 DanEvansville, Ind— Misrion, T. E. Wilson.
residenceand go to Spain; she insists have been too clumsy, his voice too selves abont what we cannot help; and
Ind— Mission,— Hutchinson.
ish, 63 Polish, 61 Norwegian,35 Spanon remaining at Chiselhurst for the noisy, and his foot too tremendous on the second never to vex ourselves about lodianapolis,
M*rioD, Ind— P. O. TuttuL
ish, 32 Roumanian, 28 Hungarian, 18 time.
the stair for a nurse, and he would have what we can help.
Grand lUpids, Mich.— To be supplied.
the island called Van Diemau’s Land.

The gold

is

found

in large quantities

$5,000, but
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he esteemed it beyond

all
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

A complete assortment of Spectacles to
suit the different qualities and ages of
sight, just received, at
J. 0. Doksbuiio’sDrug Store.

Satukdav, Sjspt. 13, 1879.

HI WHAT-NOT.
The doge do not seem

-

-

to have liked

my

CHEAP CASH STORE

Skirts and
Duplex Corsets just received at the store of

they have been biting

P.

&

Having received an immense stock of
Seriously, it is about time this nuisance ready-made Clothing for the fall and winter trade, 1 wish to call the attention of
was abated; and if the "tax” and "city our people to the variety and prices. Call
ordinances”do not avail, then let all who and see them. No trouble to show goods,
like their own flesh better than that of a at the Cheap Cash Store of
ing for the doctor’s bill, or the damages.

of

E_

E. J. Harrington.

self-

'

*

A. Stkketee.

freely,and six or seven victims are wait-

cur, resort to the sacred right

THE

TO

GK>

A nice assortmentof Hoop

n few weeks ago; since then
around a littletoo

lecture of

FOR BARGAINS

Now, if you want cheap Fruit Cans, go
to G. V. Putten & Sons, they sell them
cheaper than the cheapest.

For thi BoUand City Ntwt.

OF

vT_

defense.

Just received at the Cheap Cash Store
df E. J. Harrington, a largo stock of Dry(and barking at him is an assault), or bites Goods, Boots and Shoes, Gents’ Furnishor attemptsto bite, save on his master’s ing Goods, Groceries, etc. New styles of
Dress Goods too numerous to 'mention.
premises, may be summarily killed, or the
Cheaper than ever ! Come soon and get
owner may be ordered to kill said dog the first pick.
within twenty-fourhours, and fined for
By the law, a dog who assaults a person

duction in

is

young
bad

trees bent

down and broken and

_

as

suiting 25c, formerly 35c.

caded Dress Goods

15c, formerly

Van Putten &

Suits at $3.50 and $4.50.

,

of Straw and Felt Hats.

and
All

In
Sheeting Bleached and Unbleachedin endless
variety. Ladies’ lloiseryfrom 5c up

Sons.

pair.

I

to

my

Grocery DepartmentI

still

best 40c and 50c Japan Tea in the City

G5c per

line

have also 60 pairs Ladies’ Serge Shoes

Misses’ Button Kid Shoes to be sold at $1.00,

;

keep

the

also a fine

of Sugars, Coffees, Spices, Caudiei and

Cigars.

Salt white

and

fish, Trout

still selling White

Lime

and Mackeral. I am

at $1.00 per Barrel.

the finest $2.50 Men’s Calf Boot in the city.

WANTED.
A

goods marked in plain figures and war-

ranted just ns represented.
in all grades and prices from 25c to 90c per yard.

to be closed out at $1 00 per pair. 40 pairs

there is no pound for night-prowling cows

I

steady girl for house work, who can
cook, wash and iron, can have a good, perhigh-time that the common council pro- manent situation and a good home in a small
Jrafiy. by app'yingat Mrs. M. F. WHEELER'S
vided these needed conveniences; and MlllfneryStore. Holland. Mich. ' The girl wUl be
requ'redio go to PlainweJI, Mich., and railroad
boys will
abate this fare will be furnished.The wages will be from
$1.75
to $2.00 per week.
31 tf.
nuisance also.
can collect fees

then the

Dexter Suit-

In Parasols wc offer the best value in $2.00

$fiir Atlmtiscracnts.

very easy to surmise

in Holland, and no pound-master,it

25c

and a fine all wool suit for $11.00. Boy’s School

Bro-

$2.50 Silk Serge in the city. Linen Tablecloths

as destroyed, along the streets;and it

what did it. The
self-same "critters” have made some of
the sidewalks simply offensive. Now, if
is

G.

Suits $3.00 to $7.00. A fine Worsted Suit at $7.50

for the balance of the

ings 8c, formerly 12c.

offer at lower prices than ever before, conus consult the clerk’s books, and be sure sistingof a large variety of bleached and
that all our neighbors having such valu- unbleached cotton, carpet warp, cottonable property are duly assessed for the ades, Kentucky jeans, shirtings,calicoes,
Ginghams, peach tarletons, grain bags,
same. Perhaps this is bull dozing, but
and an endless variety of Yankee Notions.
Again, I have noticed a number of nice Come and examine our stock.
_

big re-

season. All wool

registeredby the supervisor for a tax. Let

--

Goods

all Dress

A

Llnnen Dusters, Ulsters and a fine assortment

It is for your own benefitthat we announce
the arrival of an entirely new
to be
stock, complete and assorted, which we

every day’s neglect in so doing.

Again, every owner of a dog

500 pieces of fast colored prints at 6c.

GOOD,

am

selling

Eastern Salt at $1.25. Lath and Shingles,
always on hand.

Ready made Clothing cheaper

than any House on the east shore. Men’s Cotton

is

Corn, Oats and Potatoes, wanted.

Eighth Street,

Holland, Michigan

soon

They

enough in short order to buy
books for a year.

And

their school

P-

P.

while engaged on the grumbling

shift, I shall put

my

finger

on another

young men

loafing on the street-

ready to insult almost any lady passing
without an escort. Is it not about time

j

_

24

A

officers, city officials

and shut up

them

others of

in the city

METZ & SISTER,
A LAIIOE AND

common decency or propriety, would not
the good order and good name of this
city be thereby promoted ? Or, perhaps,

COMPLETE FALL STOCK

to publish weekly in the papers a

may

list

and where

HATS, BONNETS.
HUSSIA8,
HOSIERY.

GT
The
from

down

following beautifulsentences we clip
a circular which is

1.

1.

GLOVES,

KINDS OF

FANCY GOODS.

going the rounds

East:

Warner's Health PreservingCorsets.

now

nearly thirty years since the
work of education at Holland, for the
West, was undertaken.The General Synod
has watched over it with great care and interest. 1 he Church has given some of her
best men to work in this field, and expended a large amount of money in its aid and
culture. The reasons for continuance of
help are as valid and weighty today as
ever in the past. The needs are urgent,
and increase with its growth. We earnestly ask your liberal co-operation, either
for current expenses or for endowment.
I be boat is strugglingin a heavy sea.
n iP you give something to ballast it heavily, and enable it to round the Cape and
sail . ut into fair and smooth waters?
I shall he happy to be the medium of
Communicating jour gilts to the Treasurer
of the College.
"It is

“

A

Halr-DreMlngdone. And Switches made to order,
i nil in and see onr selection*. We shall deem it a
pleasure to show our goods.
31
K. F.
SISTER.

-^o-

1879.”

lose this College, as a

^olIrDft''^uP*,rioradvantages given.

Farming Lands for

40 acres in Olive. Very good land and well
situated.
80 acres near Ventura. PostofflceIn Holland.

Api'ly

II. I).

POST,

Holland. Mich.

SOMETHING NEW.
Cheap Circulating Library.

H.

other

believe in freedom of con-

,

I).

POST.

MARK THESE FACTS

science and enlightenment, disregardthe

clamoring of an

ignorant prejudice^anti

our shoulder to the wheel,

if

put

for no other

\
W
f

REMEDY

HARRS3

V.srkot and 8th

1

J

8U.

in

J

lost all hope, try

Hop

Bitters.’’

"Kidney and urinary trouble is uniand the only safe and sure remedy is Hop Bitters— rely on it.”
versal,

"Hop Bittersdoes not exhaust and
destroy, hut restores and makes new.”
“Ague, Biliousness, drowsiness, jaundice, Hop Bittersremoves easily.”

Doesburg and

ter

was seriouslyiujured by the falling

of the floor at the new school

For gale

A

Mortgage

by

the best

Imfortamt Caution.— None arc genuine unless
the signature of J. JUtdock, as agent for the
United States, surroundseach box of Pills and
Ointment.Boxes at 2ft cents, 62 cents and $1 each.
is

HOLLOWAY A

CO.,

New York.

„

.

CURE FOR ALL!

SPICE ITS-’

Cures without Medicine,

TAE FAULT having been made

In the conditions
of payment of a certain Indentcreof Mortgage. made by Bennett Harrison and Mary L. Har,
rison bis wife, of the township of Olive, countv
of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,to .Mnttalen'a
Honest, Effective,
Menegna, of the township of Bancor,countv of
\ an Biirun,and State of Michigan,hearingdate
the twenty-fifth day of Junuarv. A. I). eighteen
Physics not to he relied upon.
hundred ami seventy-eight, and duly recordedin
the officeof the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
county. State of Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2
:
of Mortgages In said office, on the twenty-s. venth
'ay of May, A. I), eighteenhundred and seventy First upon the lists of our most Eminent Pln*i..
eight, at half past two o'clock in the afternoonof
ciuns, as a POSITIVE CUKE for

yew Method,

1/

Remarkable Facts,

Harmless.

ELECTRICITY

Hend^oubles,

Kidn^Lpiscnse,
Skin Disease,

afternoon, at the front door of the Ottawa
General Ill-Health,
county circuit comt house. In the city of Grand
naven. (said court house being the place of holdEtc., Etc.
ng the circuit court within the county in which
Among the many, modern electric appliance*
the lands and premises deacribed In said mortgage
used for medical purposes, the most RELIABLE.
nre situated),at public vendue to the highest bidDURABLE and ECONOMICAL ore

. J. O. DOKSBURO.'-

ner

: the lands and premises In said mortgage

1879.

>

27-4w.

A

provided.

MEAT MARKET

MATT ALENA MENEGUA, Mortgagee,

TillS OFFICE.

HfcMftw D' P<^T' Attorney for taid Mortgagee.

— IJST

The Saugatuck House.
E. D.

A

WE

FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.

Sale.

In the

considerable saving by taking the

in

DISSOLUTION OrjO-fAUTNESSBir,

BILLINGS, Pbopriktob.

Since there is no stage line or boat line that
gives us a connectionwith the city of Holland, we

f&yffisssws

THE-

FIRST WARD.

attention of the public to the only reliable
, The undersigned announces to the Public that
mute to and from Saugatdck, viz: The beautiful under the Ann name of Werkman, Van Ark A Co.,
they have finistied their new Meat-Market, and are
little steamer Twilight makes two trips per day was dlemilved by mutual consent ontheilstday
now ready to snpply their customerswith all kinds
from Saugatuckto Richmond, connecting with the
f?r ", reUte*
Rich of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
”e
due to the said partnership,
Chicagoand West Michigan rallroad-thu nearest
dealing
they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
and those duo by them, will he settled with and by
rail read station.
the remaining partnera, who will continue the all those who wish to favor them w ith part of their
Hotel has a liverystable lu connection business under the firm of Werkman & Van Ark.
trade.
call the

Lady's Wish. ~

HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT

j

t0

"Oh, how I do wish my skin was ns
clear and soft as yours,” said a lady to her
friend. You can easily make it so,” anPossessed of this REMEDY, every man mav bo
swered the friend. "By using Hop Bitters, his own doctor. It may he rubbed Into the system
•
that makes pure rich blood and blooming so as .0 reach any Internal complaint;hv these
rkinder e. werkman,
The stand is one door west of G. J. Havcrkate*
Son’s Hardware Store.
health. It done it for me, as you observe.” means it cures Sores or Ulcers in the Til HO AT.
ORADU8
VAN
ARK,
HOARD by the day or week.
STOMACH. LIVER, 8P1NE, or other parts. It
RICHARD K. HEALD,
W. BUTKAU.
Is an Ft fallible Remedy for BAD LEGS. BAD
HERMAN VAN ARK.
J. VAN ZOKttEN.
BRRaHTB, Contracted or Stiff Jolnta, GOUT Delightful Summer Retreat.Good Fishing, etc. Dated Holland, Mich., August 3lbt, 1879. 29-4w. Holland, July 14, 1878.
Good Accommodations, charges moderate.
RHEUMATISM,and all Skin Diseases.
28-1 y.
Important Cautioh.— None arc genuine unless
the signature of J. Hatdock,as agent for the
'
Books
Stationery.
Stale-, surrounds each box of Pills and
Our stock of groceries is fresh and cm- United
House
Lot
to
Ointment. Boxes at 25 cents, (W cents an.: $1 each.
plote; wc deliver them flee, and have a
M'There is considerable saving by taking the
I am on baud this fall with all kinds of School
larger sizes.
last horse to do it with. Call at
The house lately occupiedby Mr. \V. 0. Moll* t* Books, Paper, Stationery, etc., at the lowest prices
HOLLOWAY
&
CO., New York.
Constantly kept on hand and for sale at current
for r«n|. Apply to
G. Van Putten & Sons.
30-:ly.
of the market.
prices,by
u. d POST.
U. D. POST.
U. D. POST.

i

w^be

JMlititmal

.

described,being to-wlt: All that certain piece or
Stacb'i Electric Sponge Sells,
parcel ol land situate and being in the township
of Olive, county of Ottawa,and State of Michigan,
Perfect and powerful Galvanic Batteries con*
and described as follows,to-wlt : The south threestructed In euch n manner that they cun be worn
fourths (»'ths) of the west halt of the southeast
on any part of the body, Introducing a mild and
quarter of section eighteen (18) in town six (fi)
continuous currentof Electricitythroughout tire
north of range fifteen (1ft) west, containingsixty
entire system, without interferingIn the least with
j ') •teres, or *0 much thereof as may be necessary
the patient'shabits or occupation.
to satisfy the amount due on said mortgage, with
For further particularsaddress
interestst thorateoi ten per cent per year, and
W. C. BEACH. St. Johns, Micu.
he legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
partly cleared, situated about one-half mile attorney s fee of twenty five dollars as in said
»
southeastof the city limits. Easy terras. For mortgageagreed and
Dated Holland, August 20th, A. D. 1879.
lurther Information apply at

house. The

city papers will please copy this notice.

Attoineyn.07.7*-.

FORJSALE.

rendered and sympathy ^{fTThsre
shown on Monday last, when their daughfamily, for the aid

Ekwin,

GEL’S

A.

SELF-APPLICABLE

Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief is

/A

I

A

BE

November, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
and Seventy-nine(1879), one o’clock

“.More health, -sunshine and joy in
Bittersthan in ail other remedies.”

FORJSALE.

os

in pacticularto Prof. C.

Smith. Nims

I

Agents Wanted!

Hop

Inactive Kidneys and Urmarv Or
guns cause the worst diseases,and Hop
Bitterscures them all.”

Never dcapalr-aomething that never failnFever and Agne-To the sick It is of littleconneIf the cry is, or should be, “more I^ht,” qnencc how t ney are cured, whether from a rational
v.ew of the dlxeafo or by the rule* defined for the
A SPAN of working horses, double wagon and
let us help to preserve the opportunity for
guidance of the profession,ho long as the cure is
harness, will sell cheap for ca*h, or good
our children to get more light by obtaing certa'n and expedition*.To a Buffering man the time paper.
qree 'on on the .e alive merit* c* oniulne or caloM. D. HOWARD.
j
an education in such a noble Institution. nif
met IH
Is linf
nn 1 eres.'ng. Thai
The facultymay wrangle___
and
Holland. August 13.
27-6w
discus 'he'- various theories,but Dr. Holfowsy’s
j realm
it dispels doubt e-o the disciplesof KscuA CARD.
lap*
avs finished the first stage. Holloway’s
Pills n-e he only retr-d'es which effect a speedy
Mr. P. Slooter aod family hereby re- and radlca' care without danger of a relapse'.
rp\\ ENTY ACRES of the choicest fruit land

fn/attl!

JOOS VEKPLANKE,

First-Class

that day, upon which said mortgage there is
claimed to be due at the date of this notice the Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
sum of five hundred and seventy-eight dollarsand
sixty-one cents ($.M8.6I), and no suit or proceedDyspepsia,
ings having been Instituted at law or In equity to
Female Complaints,*
recover the debt now remaining secured bv said
Liver Complaint*,
mortgage or any part thereof: Not la i* therefore
hertbuquHn,That by virtue of the power of sale
General ^Debility,
in said mortgage contained, said mortgage will he
ImpurdtfHood,
foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on
ChronVDi senses,
Monday, the Seventeenth(17th) day of

Boils, Pimples, Freckles, Rough
Jkin, eruptions,impure blood, Hop

reason than for the advantages of learn-

pectfulty tender their thanks to the public,

’ „

Sheriffoj Ottawa ('aunty,Michiqan.

“.ilmly Hup Bitters book, u>e the
lieine, be wise, healthy and happy.”
" ‘V hen life is a drug, and you have

ing the Institutionoffers to our offspring.

and

of which I shall eximse for sale at public auction
to the highest bidder, at the front door of the
court house In the cltv of Grand Haven, In said
county, on the First Day of October. 1879,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Dated August 15th, 1879.

PROVERBS.
stomach,, bud brentb,

Goods.

BOOT & KRAMER.

CO.MF’G.CHCMISTS,
8T. LOUIG. MO.

jme

HOLLOWAY’S FILLS.

1

FC(B CASE.

No trouble to Show

X

Bitterscure.
establish a CHEAP Circulating
Library. All who wish to subscribe,call and find
out about it.

I propose to

business. Let us, then — who are no church

members— but

to.

40 acres on Grand Haven road In Hollandtown,
ship, a large part cleared.First rate fruit iand-

to

father does not deem the education of his
all

Sale.

-

,

?dig(Nti'»n and headache easily cured
•^jhy Hop Bitters.”

120 acres in Olive. Best land in the town.

us A

community. What

sons and daughters paramount to

judges

METZ

YOUNG MAN

b

Wc feci like adding this to it: Let
heed the request. We cannot afford

Soaps,

i

G. Henry Mandeville,President.
New York 327 East 124th Street, August
15th,

nil

three

TIES,

AND

Laundry and

TIN

ALL CEEAtP

FEATHERS,

be found.

Teas, Coffees, sugars,

Spices,
five, six. seven, ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen,fourteen. fifteen, sixteen, seventeenand eighteen, oi
Toilet,
block three; Lots one, two, three, four, five, six,
Finer Albns
seven, eight, nine, ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen
... - -------1 Or W II I
etc
,
etc.
and fourteen,of block four, all in Hopkins’addi1
io t'rtvtlcut•monjr tnuTffi' „ i,u, i„[|#
tnidsr.toodby pliy.iclin.. It, dr.ln upon ihe .r.trni.
tion to the city of (irnnd Haven; part of Lot one
Our 40 cent Tea 1* called A No. 1 for the price bv
»o nf**i ve »na drblhutln*.
tl,.tour Amerirsn w,.",,*
hundred and one of the city of Grand Haven, deexpert
Fine Candies. Tobaccos anil
• re rapidly bccomlug . "rnre of ii.v.lidOIncp.ld" ol
| scribed as follows: commencingforty feet west?WUii‘"*-h
r"Jo»iti|fMfr’i pFrn „ f,
erly of northeast corner of said Lot one hundred
rl0""r
A thor
>' psr"'re in medicine.
A thoroiizhlrC 'linimn teiue treatment.Applieddirretiv and one. thence west along northerly line twenty-^0—
to the lent of the di»f«»r.ani!iutpecifleInfluenceexerted
two and one half feet, thence south at right angles
*,V ,!c*.’r,r,r0‘
*" l,,,,|"'di»te •'•othii.Kind reiterative
sixty-sixJeet, thence east at right angles twentyetteet.1 ir application of the remedy f* attended with no
two and one-half feet, thence at right angles nortkpiuii or tiiiplcaiantiirs), and done not interfere» ith the or
erly sixty-six feet to beginning; westerly half of
diioirvpiiMuitiaiidpeaiurreoriife.
< irrolaraair aent in
perhvtljrplain eheeiop. seeurely traled Irom o*>»ei vathm
lots seventv-oneami seventy-two. and all of lot
Give us a trial and you wlH be pleased with
r inode put up in neat plain boxr.
one hundred and fifty-eightof said city of Grand goods and Prices.
No. 1, (enoughto lad a month.)
Haven, and cast three-fourths of lots two hundred
SO...O 2. (enoughtolattlwo month*). 88 :?> o 3. ..tj, *
t ircenjouti,.aod ample for cure, exceptingin rl r.n <•
forty-one and two hundred forty-two of original
plat of said city of Grand Haven.
» 'A eome TuhIl' Pilla,a<aux'liari, • tothe reinci'v/ ^
The southwestquarter of section four, township
'udiiatnp for a pamphlet airing lull deei ription
seven, north, range fifteenwest.
IJ of Hrtnedy,and illurtratedfor p are* ihowinv!t<
Undivided half of west half of south fraction of
H soplicst on, Thla pamphletalone i* worth a htin. U
* rlplume. It. rod to any lady in delicate h.alth.
Holland, Mich., June "i, 1879.
northeast fractionalquarter of section twenty.one,
u "** a thoroughlypracticaltreati.eonthii di>ra>e F
township eight, north, range sixteen west, nineProf. HarrJa* Va-inal Pe.tllle.can be obtained onjr from
teen and twenty-two one-hundredthsacres. All

LEUCORRHEA,

'

of

they

fif-

v'7
,u^^1l»VK"',

OF

might for the present be more advisable

these living corner-posts

AND

nine. ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen,

the 1 r|a',t 7 K' Yr'J <k‘-r Vt*en',‘ hardwarestore,
teen, sixteen, seventeen and eighteen, of block and
ami the prices for which we offer them.
one; Lots three, four, five, six. seven, eight, nine,
ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen,fourteen, fifteenand
sixteen, of block two; Lots one, two, three, four,

MAIDENS
CALLED

OF

E. F.

~

WOMEN

Millinery Store

prison until they learn what belongs to

it

Boot & Kramer.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

ot the lots, to fine a part of these offenders

FIRM!

VTOTICE in hereby given, that by virtue of an
executioniMUcd out of the circuit court of
Hie county of Muskegon,in favor of Samuel
K. Sanford and Samuel B. Peck, againxt
I lire good* and
chattel*, ami real estate, of
'John W. Hopkins and William M. Ferry
In my baliwick. which exeention has been to me
directed and delivered,I did on the second day of
August. 1879. levy upon ami take all Ihe right, title
and interestof the said John W. Hopkins in and
to the following describedreal estate situated in
the county of Ottawa and Slate of Michigan, viz :
We respectfullyinvite the attention of our citiLots one. two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, zens to the stock of goods which we have opened

South Division Street,

the

and owners

OW

Sheriff's Sale.

WHITES

New Stock! New Store!

AT THE

combined effort among

very little

OTTE & CO.

JUST RECEIVED

that this kind of nuisance was abated?
church

mcmOTMEk
THE

VAN DEK WEYDEN.

FINE CIGARS

church on Sunday evenings,I see num.
corners, obstructingthe side walks, and

H.

Manufacturers and Jotters of

matter of complaint. Every time I go to

bers of

OTTE.

JcraU

and

Rent

FRUIT BASKETS.

and

The Best in the Market!

^

28-«w.

t

Prof. Shields arrived home on

patting s.
We

day

diminishedforce.

-

-

-

—

-

that the new liquor law

soon as the necessury arrangementscan be on the

The

first

inst.

---

went

A man was

" Mr. E. F. Sutton has purchased the lot

Joslin & Brey-

Jas. Purdy. It bus

as

Three doors East

All the world over, baby governs. Yet

Parks, residing

often disease will overcome the baby and
then

man

that Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup proves

it is

its worth by

discharged. _

\the

Compound
Syrup of Rhubarb have increased so much
during the last few weeks that we were

re

a large

At Cost.

Barney Exo and one Tubbergch were
arrested on conplaint of highway robbery
on Wednesday last, taking a jug of whisky
by force, from a boy. Justice Post sent
them to the county "jug” for sixty days
to meditate over their conduct. v. J

In order to redneo our .lock and make preparation for an extensive Fall Trade, we offer the entire
balanceof our Block of Summer Goodaat actual
coat.

deem worthy of

it

Phelps.

And almost

everything else belonging In a well
stocked drug store.

Cost.

The above

We

i

Granatlines at Cost.

.A.

French Novelties at Cost.

V

day or

Summer

All our

Dress

Goods

crats and the Tildenites.After consider- thing was done that the skill of allapathic

Tammany men

with.

—

—
at

Cost.

E.

It is admitted by a Paris journal that
the cigar trade, as honest, and their France will be compelled ibis full to purcigars ns excellent.Some of their brands
chase, almost exclusively in America,

-----------

The

!

are unsurpassed. They will always

tell

you what the cigar is, and you can

rely

upon it. Our
it

to their

about 50,000,000 bushels of wheat, thus
coining in direct competition with Eng-

-

Perhaps the

editor

of Ik

up

to

Italy are expected to appear as large

thought he said something profound in his

>

buyers

Ont

special correspondent at Salem

that Mr. James Huntley has purchased the

two years, takes bis departure for
Middlevillenext week. . . Messrs. J.

patent right of this county fur the “Grove

R. Dibble and J. W. Wells have purchased

so far superior inst. . . Theo. Castor, Esq., and wife,
in its construction, and is so simple in its are expectedhome from Europe this week,
operation,compared with other humps, where they have been spending a few
as a valuable in-

months among friends in Germany.

.

lopular landlord, A. Hardy, “ holds his

A

few minutes before 7 o’clock on
Wednesday morning the fire bell called
the people to tight a tire instead of going

[jAst
tlji

work. A fire broke out in the engine
room of the butter tub factory,and although

\
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t

it

was noticed very soon thereafter,

spread so fast aud wide that before water

Sabbath was a mournful day
who

Wm.

fo?

EXCURSIONS

Go im. potatoes, 40 bu. apples, ",l bkts.
grapes. 50 bkts. peaches,5 bu.
crab-apples, 2 tubs lard. 75 11)?.

honey.
Joses to Lincoln Park, 9, DO bundles
of brush.
J. L. Shank to Racine. 800 lbs. butter. 50 bkts. peaches,75 bkts.
grapes.
Mt. Vernon to Milwaukee.80.000 ft.
oak lumber. 35.000ft. pine lumber
Wollin to Racine, 60,000 ft. whilewood lumber.

-

G-

Banner to Milwaukee,50,000

8-

CAPT.

ft.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

lbs.

butter, GOO dost. eggs.

ll

\l

to Charlevoix, inn bkin.
ptacheB, 50 bklf*: grapes, 3a bkt?.
pears. 150 bn. apples.
Aliee to Rscanaba. '.M8 hkts. pe.'K-b-s
85 bkts. grapes,180 bu. apples,
12 hhls. apples.

*• The Hope to Ludincton, 800

ti-
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Strictly One Price Store.
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take place owing to nn accident which oc-

commenced. That part of the floor upon
which several parties were to be seated,
among which were the Common Council,

it

the Board of Education,Gee’s band, nnd
n class of

cupied by about twenty-five or

when
a

thirty girls,

for

help by the frightened and injured girls

i

pany

was heartrending;that several of them

> Send
Jr iituit
tint t

would be hurt, if not killed,was evident
in a glance. Willing and courageous

1

® Sent

is that no

one was

that day,? killed. The most serious injury happened
the morning from 1 Corrio: to Miss Katie Slooter, whose left limb was

•

HARM REMEDY

hands ran into the basement to rescue the

minutes. The wonder

fitted

DIRECTIONS

BOX.
n Detcnptive Pamphlet giving Anilomlenla
ne, which will convince the molt ikrptical
can be reitorrd to perfect mmhood, tnd
Ihe dutieeof life, etme tt if Bever tffeoied. M
lot itunp to tay oon. Sold ONLY by th«y

Market

6th

SU.

CO.MF'G.CHEMISTS.
8T. LOUIS. MO.

in the supply of water.

14

away for the warn of standing room. put sufficientsupport under the floor.
the fire from spreading. The who® When Rev. Uoplin cine here^hatchurch Moreover, good practical mechanics and

much

was thought architectsassure us that the lumber used
that it must lie lost Jo the society,and in and the manner of constructionof that
l/^fhe loss amount
of which $2,000 is insured. It is deplor- fact, was sold in a viry few days by mort- first floor was entirely deficient. It seems
able to see a factory burn up that furnished gage, while the society was numerically so to us. The people have voted a large

ng

ntents were
with^-its cqnl

was so

in

was a clear demonstra- port we learned Uiat the membership of
tion that our water supply is unhandy and the church has increased from 58 to 99.
deficient. This city mutt tupply voter, of Sucli work, we tbibk. is proof of bis ability and popularity.« Rov. Goplln started on
easy access, aud plenty of it, or pay the Tuesday last for Ionia, to attend Conferpenalty for neglecting it at a rate that the ence, where he will be appointedto a new
field of
-•
youngest inhabitant will never forget.
it

labor.

—

DOORS, SASH,

the accident and the eaxue of the accident,

and we hope that the constituted authortties will see to it that

the people will get

“value received.” We are informed that
the corner stone will
next.

be

laid on

Monday

BUnds, Stair Hailing, Etc,
Having recently purchased tho Phtcnlx Planing
Mill, are now belter prepared than ever to do
all kinds of

,,,,

•

/•

nv»i

Km’n
1 SftWlMfV
f)t fl
OCI'Ml
LTUrWlllJ^ til itJI
I

JYlIiH-

dune to order.

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.
Any one of the above urjlcleamade to order to
any site or measure ou short notice and at Grand
Rapids prices.

Cor.

_

River & Tenth

m

MOOD
Watclfnakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS
8

ilver jfcfare, W

IN

_

.

atches, Clocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

to about twenty hands, aud which

people at large

Co.,

sts.

Maine.

debt/ that it

weak. But the repiit of the trustees, giv- amount of money-or rather, will have to
en
by I. Fairbanks^ Esq., at the close of pay it— and are entitled to a first class
was doing a fine and constantly increasing
the
evening servicls,showed that during building, Ind no first-class building ought
business. We hope the company who
owned the factory will find enough sup- the three years $1,000 had been raised to contain rotten hemlock joists. It was
port to edable them to rebuild it imme- (nearly all by th# pastor) to pay church a sad affair, and leaves another blot upon
debts, and that this church is now entirely the name of our city, and we deeply regret
diately. To the city authorities and the
free from debt, and from the pastor’srework

k

88-

lv

1

fire depart-

took water therefrom, just in time to prty go
vent

M

A MONTH guaranteed.$12 a day at
home made by the Industrious.Copitf
.not required;we will start yon. Men.
' women, boys and girls make money faster
at work for us than at anything else. The work i«
light and pleasant,and such as anyone can go right
at. Those who are wise who see this notice will
•end ns their addresses at once and see for them
selves. Costly outfit and terms free. Now Is the
time. Those already at work are laying up large
sums of money. AddressTRUE &. CO., Asrustn.

fractured

to be deficient

The

Ian

Manufacturersof

JoslVi& Brey man,

looking up to him as th®r spiritualfather. gravating and shameful mishap seems to
The congregationwas large in the morn- rest with the builder in the first place, and
ment then changed her base, laid their ing, notwithstandingfhe rainy weathtr, with the architect, who was on the ground,
hose to the river— about 1100 feet— and! and In the evening mlny were obliged to in the second place, who had neglected to

accomplished it was found

Mm,

mmy

the floor fell into the basement with

crash. The screaming and yelling

in

yrtreraun

ret

the largest pupils, was just oc-

on

13:

PHtENIX PLANING MILL.

M6

curred just ns the ceremonies were to be

position,which was accomplishedin a few

and in the evening from 2 Cor.

18-lf

or ieeoueenieace,tnd
punuitl of life i it i(

bdCpCoducinrtyfkltno-

dutole ______
•oothinf end retlonti

Dcrtou (MMkOtMonMrrtc''

BROUWER.

Don't forget the Moonlight Ex-

BeminalEmiuiooa Si
Impotenoy by the only
cipil Sett of

R.

cursions.

A Vtlttbl*
»»d Ntw Ucputur.id M.L
leU bcl.oce, is Mtirdjr
New and poiitivelyeffect,
it* Remedy for the epeedr
end permanent Cure of

iry

The

returning.For lurther particularsapply to

PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
FOE BPEEMATOEEHffiA.

grapes.
Tri Color to Chicago. 63.0K) f. b.
staves.862 bbls. heading.
Maria to Milwaukee,901 bk,s. fruit.
Fawn to Manitowoc. 10't bu. apples,
150U)ktafpeaches 1WJ bkts.grupes

9—

BROUWER,

CAPT. F.

ber. 5(X) bkts.

8-

F. R

Is In readineseto rnn for private excnrsloca
during the season of '79, anytime, except Sunday*,
and Is also preparedto take Sabbath School picnics on large bargra titled un for that purpose.
Price for taking pnrtlo» to ttie mouth of Black
Laktj and Lake Michigan, $5.00. For Sunday
School excursions or large excursionparties with
barges $90.00.
Parties can choose their own time for going and

above the knee; Miss Anna
Meeugs,
Miss
Anna Kruidenier,Miss Jane
—very
appropriate
subjects
for
the
occaveloped in the flumes. Botli fire engines
Oostema,
and
a few others were more or
sion.
It
was
a
solemn
dip
for
that
church
were on the ground in a fyjr'momcnts, but
less
hurt
and
bruised about their heads
and
congregation.
Thejsevering
of
dear
considerabledelay was experienced in
coupling to a diivc well, and after it was ties was not an easy tusi, many members aud bodies. The blame for this most ag-

could he got, the building was nearly en-

!

!

The Staunchand Noble Btestnor

Emma

M.

used bis pulpit labors

STEAMBOAT
who

Corner Canal & Bronson St

has been pastor of the M. E.

urcb of thiscityfor the past three years,

reaching in

Fawn from Cheboygan, light.
CLEARED.

unfortunate littleones from their perilous

Methodists of this city. Rev.

plin,

to

it

More Anon.

oV n ” first-rate.

HEROLD.

1, 1877.

.

vention. A boy of ten yea is old can Jas. Briggs Ifi.s lately received an immense
woik it and throw water fifty feet through supply of new goods, and is doing a prosa fifty-feel hose. These pumps will un- perous business. . . O. Tiltswortb will
doubtedly become very popular for lawn take possession of T. Hinton's hotel some
purposes, and the manufacturersaro at , time during the week. . . Mr. C. C.
present engaged in making a much larger 1 Lingsley has just recovered Irom a severe
size for tire purposes. Mr. Boone is so attack of illness; we are glad to see him
well pleased with his pump that he con- around again. . . Dr. Palmer, late of
templates to procure one of the large kind j Overysel, has entered into partnership
and build a self-operntiugwater supplier ; with Dr. Moon. . . Wm. Goodman is
for his large barn. For further purlieu- 1 doing a good hardware business, and our
lurs apply to Mr. Jas. Huntley.

E.

Joses from Chicago, light.
J. L. Shark from Racine, light.
Mt. Vernon
Wollln from Kenosha, light.
Banner from Chicago, light.
Tel Color from Chicago, light.
‘ ) hi
Mari'ifrom Milwaukee,lObblB.
Balt.

..

is

it

o :-

Holland, Mich., Sept.

C

••

Improved Lift Pump.” One of these the entire stock of Mr. J. W. Warner,
pumps was placed in the livery stable of consisting of drugs aud general merchanMr. II. Boone, where ils operation can be dise, and will take possession on the 22d

that we can safely class

:

CALL AND SEE US.

carry thenrftver.
This bona fide reduction will give all those

>*

the new ihiugs we can mention past

pump

“

Sept. t-Schr.

mentionedabove, is now out of the city, owned by Newton Selby and Thomas Hinbut we hope he will soon he enabled to ton, for a purse of $5.00, distance 80 rods,
oiler our neighbor an opportunity to come
which resulted in a victory for Selby's
u lessonsof
ot wi
and sit at bis feet and learn
wis- horse. . . Rev. N. W. Bridenstand, pasdom.
tor of the United Brethren church for the

witnessed. . The

*•

o-

!>— “
0- “

gious amount of thoughtlessness.The sends us the following: "A running race
writer w a member of the First church took place on the 30th ult., between horses

Among

6-

St:

of grain will necessarilyrise.

the First church, or eisc displays a prodi-

--

t-hlnglcu.

writer of our long “Anti-Masonic Move- Extensiveas was the harvest here, the proment” article was a member of the Apos- duct will he found none too great to meet
the demands made upon it. The latest
tolic church, and not of the First Reformed
church of this city. Now the truth is, advices from Eueland indicate that prices
that he either means to cast a s!(ir upon

-

intend to

are in want of any of the above named goods u
hndevoix.light.
chance to save from 15 to 25 per cent.
The Hope from Ludingtou,.T'.CUi

5-

of food supplies on this side of the ocean.

issue of Tuesday, when he says that the

find

Thursday night:
ARRIVED.

Sent. 4-Schr. Emma from

crop surplus, Spain, Belgium, Holland and

Hollander

>y

o

A Complete a-Bortmentof Chlldren’B and Infantf'
oboes for full and winter,and a full line of
Ladies' and Gentleman'swear.

clearances as reported at the custom house

retailers in cigars will find

land whose demand will be great. Beadvantage to give them orders. sides these markets for the UnMed Slates

0

following are the anivant

--

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

of this city will do well to look ernor. The regular convention renomi carefully and after using three bottles the Lawn Suits at Cost.
over. The latest styles arc unique and nated Governor Robinson, who is consid- disease left my system. Today I am as
various. Call, and famine for yourself. ered a strong candidate by the independent sound as any one could wish.
In tact, everything in the
Henry C. Spalding.
We call the attention of our readers to and Republican papers. To us it seems as
line of Spring and Summer
Boston, Mass., July 28th, 1878.
if the real buttle is— Conkling or Tildcu—
the business card of Messrs. P. Ottc & II.
Sold by T. E. A unis & Co., Druggists Goods >vill^e offered at prime
Van der Weyden. We can recommend so far as New York is concerned.
to

at

HEROLD,

ladies

and Apothecaries, Holland,Mich.

--

OF

Just received

trial. I did so, followed* the directions

these gentleman,by personal acquaintance,

hours,

3fi-ly

BOOTS & SHOES

gave "Pettit’s Blood Purifier” a

I

all

ictew stock:

Linen Suits and Dusters

bolted, and homopathicphysicians were acquainted

purchased their fall stock of goods, and held a convention of their own, and nommade some beautiful selections,which the inated their unpainledchief Kelly for gov-

_

A Large and Fine

i

able quarreling the

Rhubarb.

of

_

night.

This was raised on light soil by Mr.

-

in another column. They have

_

Prescriptionscarefully compound at

this office, of over

at Cost.
The invention of the Harris & Smith
The old scow Marion Dixon was beach Safety Lamp, therefore, is a great bles- Wilber Harrington,on the farm of his
ed a little to the southward of our harbor sing to humanity, as kerosene can now be fnthcr— Geo. -Harrington,Sr/ Come and
T’oF bring uTonTniat will beat it.
on Monday last. It was blowing hard and used without danger. The new lamp is
Summer Shawls at Cost.
n high sea was running from the north. for sale at lamp stores.
Inventor of "Spaldings Glue.”—
She has since been stripped and abandonFrom
childhood I have been a sufferer
The New York Democratic Slate Coned, and was offered for sale for $200 withvention met at Syracuse on Thursday last. from torpid disease of the liver, my father Parasols at Cost.
it takers.
—
The session was very stormy, owing to the expended a large amount of money in tryWe call the attention of our readers to strife between the Tammany hall demo- ing to rid me of the complnnt. Every
viial.

NT)

Compound Syrup

it is

11 feet in length, with an immense ear of

corn.

DR.

Ami-Bins m EXPECTORANTPILLS

w

_

were shown a corn stalk, and

now on exhibitionin

is not adapted

firm are the manufacturers ef

BCHUUTEN’S

Wm. Verbekk, P. M.

to family use kerosene must be used as u«-

the advertisementof Miss E. F. Met/. &

Medicinaluse only,)

(for

Summer Silks at

Liquors,

Lisr of letters remaining in the Post-

goo d

a

Wines &

office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 11th, 1879:

a trial.

The new electric light may be
thing in its way, but as

Perfamis, Toils! Mels, Cigut,

And the finest Maortment of

conqueringthe disease. Price

sales of Dr. Schouteu’s

lection of cigars in his store, which smokers will

Hfiidnis,

Writlag Material, Snuff,

ordered to print several thousand labels MissJ. B., Charley Kellogg, Frank Gilfor him. The doctor keeps a very fine se bert, Albert Munn, G. 0. Criant, F. C.

assortment of ladies’ winter cloaks.

Sister,

of Kruiscnga’s Store.

Thle now atoro will keen a full eupply of the beet
and fluent

25 cents a bottle.

ports having purchased an immense stock
is

from Mrs

^about seven miles northeastof this city.

arrived home

of winter goods, among which

F-

disease has appeared in

^Tuesday Northwestern Georgia, which appears to
be some kjud of typhoid fever, but very
fatal. Fifty young men died in one week.

(The case could not be proven, and the

from Chicago on Thursday last. He

A strange

sumcion of
of IfavArrested on supicion

ng stolen $400

lately

been occupied by Mr C. Wiersema.

Alderman D. Bkhtsch

o

last, to the institute for th

officers. Likewise in Mairie.

man of Mr.

DRUG STORE,

SUMMER, GOODS

day next, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.

Simon Smidt, son of Gerardus Smidt,

publican victory for almost all the State ker, went back to Flint, Mich,

to

The laying of the corner stone of the
into effect new schoolhousewill take place on Mon-

and Marinos Van Putteu, son of our ban-

California election resulted In a Re-

and building next door

-O

WARD

FIRST

Closing Out Sale

The saloon keepers will bear in mind

butter tub factory will be rebuilt ns

made.

Boyce, of Andos, N. Y.,

the Chicago depot.

fever in the South is still rag- month.

ing, but with

The

last.

W.

here visiting his brother and relatives.

is

The expositionin Chicago is now open ^ Mr. E. J. Harringtonis going to eiect a
and w-ill remain so during the present new dwelling house on Tenth street, near

bad a refreshing ruin yesterday.

Yellow

Mr. David

ednes-

\\

i

BOW

LOST,

DMy

SOW KEOIORES!

Just published,a new edition of
rSS. CULvEEWrLL’C CILZBUTIC ISSATon the rar/iea/ cure (without mediclne) of Spermatorrhoea
or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency. Mental and Physical Incapacity, Itjinedimenu to Marriage, etc.; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits Induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance, Ac.
Tho celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of internal medlcineor the application
of the knife, pointingout a mode of cure at once
simple,certain and effectual, bv means of which
every sufferer.no matter what nis condition mar
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately aud rain-

Ar^KiNDS of

Mae

Spectacles.

ol Gold

Pease

^pairing ‘Neatlyand Promptly Executed.
Hoiland. March

24,1878.

H—lj.

‘tiT This Lecture should be In the hands ol
every youth and every, man in the land.
Sent free under seal, in a plain onvetope,to any

C

address,
Addressthe

Pubilshcre,

HMv

RK.UOBSK.

signaled to the coachman of a hand- about you. For some time past I have | “ Perhaps,” replied the grocer, desA GOOD-NIGHT SONG.
somely-appointedbrougham, who at noticed that you have been very negli- j perately, “ I may have been mistaken in
BY LA MOILLB.
once drove forward. Evidently this gent in
thinking this lady was a thief. I have
O, RhoBlly mpmorle* of my vanished yean!
lady was not an ordinary thief. She
The shopman collapsed;as for Mr. had enough bother about the business. God keep you ssfe, mg UUle love,
0, dark, weird TiaJtorawho nightly come, ‘
All through the night; '
was a tall, dark person of about 80, Pottridge,he trudged back to his hotel,
With looks reproachful, all too deep for tear*,
“ You ought to be ashamed of your Rest close in His encirclingarms
To haunt my couch, to crowd rnyMeeplng-room; superbly dressed and very handsome. feeling half inclined to go and ask Lord
Until the light. • 1
flippant conduct,sir,” cried the counsel
The world asleep, wh* am I doomed to wake.
My hesrt is with you as I kneel to pray;
Perceiving
Mr.
Pottridge
and
seeing
Beaconstleld
what
he
ought
to
do.
The
harshly,
and
th©
wretched
grocer
hobShrinking from vision* the worn heart to shake?
his glance fixed on her as she waited case had been adjourned for a week, so bled out of the witness-boxfeeling very Goodnight!God keep you in His care alway.
O, youth! proud yonth, who caution cannot brook, for her carriage,she eyed him with
he traveled back to Smallborough in mean indeed. After this confession Thick shadows creep like silent ghosts
Upon whose brow no shade of care baa been,
About my head:
aristocraticBupero.housnessand thereby the evening, and by the time he reached of possible error on the part of the I lose myself in tender dreams,
Might I but wain thee that a word, a look.
May prove a dragon's tooth to raise armed men; settled her fate, for Smallborough’s Al- his native town he had worked himself
While overhead
chief witness, the case against Mrs.
Those who may scourge than as with scorpion's
derman, who could not brook the dis- up into a state of contempt for the mer- Pounceforth-Keane was, of course, dis- The moon comes stealing through the window bars,
stings.
A silver sicklegleaming'mid the stars.
When o'er gray haln blest sleep no shadow flings. dain of a shoplifter, hurried into the cer and the metropolitan stipendiary, missed, and Mr. Pottridge slunk out of
^For though I am so far away,
mercer’s and explained what had hap- who seemed to draw a distinction
Life in its wane, and brief,and no amends
court with a magisterial reprimand ringFeel safe and strong.
pened, speaking in so excited a voice between well-dressed and ill-dressed ing in his ears. To conclude this little To trust you
F or all the noble chancesslighted, lost—
thus, dear love, and yet—
No time once more to seek life'sgreatestends,
that a number of customers heard him. plunderers.Meeting Mr. Bangs, the story, one has only to add that when
The night is long—
A sinking bark upon dark visionstost—
Great commotion was caused by his brewer, near the railway station, he H. R. H. the Prince of Wales gracious- I say with sobbing heart the old fond prayer,
Ah I what is life whose aim is not that quest,
Goodnight!Bwect dreams! God keep you everyPeace, as a river,”bearing us to rest.
announcement,and the shopman gave him an account of what had hap- ly went to open the baths a$ Smallborwhere
Bhabdoma’s Obove, 111.
who had served her was quickly fired pened, and was hearkened to with sym- ough it was Mr. Bungs who was Mayor
Is there no refuge from these haunting throngs,
These murdered hours, these folliesshaped to by the idea that he had let himself be pathy until he mentioned the name of and eventuallygot Knighted, while Mr.
crimes?
PITH AND POINT.
outwitted.Darting out of the shop he Pounceforth-Keane;then Mr. Bungs Pottridge was not even invited to the
Must these, once dwarfs, now grown to giant
accosted
the
thief
as
she
was
stepping
pursed
up
his
lips.
“
Why,
bless
me,
wrongs,
dinner at the Town Hall, whereof he
The common people of England obThus haunt me nightly till the esrly chimes?
into her carriage: “Will you come that’s the cousin of Lord Keynsole, paid his share like the other rateMust I, the couch, once sought for gentle Bleep,
ject to the nobility because their offense
back, if you please? There is some brother-in-law of our Lord Lieutenant!” payers.
Loathe, for the somber shapes which 'round it
is rank.
mistake.”
“What differencedoes that make?”
creep?
He is no longer regarded as a lucky
Smith thinks that his tailor’s persist“W’hat mistake?” a^ked she, turning stammered Mr. Pottridge,like a man man.
0, what a mysteryis life, at last!
ent demands ought to be checked, and so
round with a flash in her eyes. But who feels less sure of his ground.
Beset with snares, a ceaselesswar to wage,
does the tailor.
Where seeds, sown carelesslyin the the far-off she grew ashy pale.
“Oh, nothing, except that I don’t see
past.
An Indian’s Stoicism.
“Come
back,
please,”
repeated
the
why
a
lady
of
that
sort
should
commit
“A kind word spoken to a husband
Sprout the sharp thorns which torture us in
From a London (Canada) paper we will go farther than a broomstick or a
shopman, a pushing young man, whose robberies,” responded Mr. Bungs.
age;
How, tangled midst these as the step grows slow, voice broke from emotion.
Further down the street, Mr. Pott- copy the following account of the flog- flirtation,”says a woman of experience.
We halt, and groan, and stumbleas we go.
A small crowd had already collected ridge, who was rubbing his pate in ging of an Indian with the cat-o’-nineWhat a paradox to say that gout
and the lady was obliged to retrace her rather violent perplexity,encountered tails ; Doxtater was brought out. Ho runs in a family. Whoever saw gout
I am no murderer of men! and yet.
As if * blood cried to me from out the ground," steps; but as she was about to enter the
Mr. Dott, the banker, whose daughter is a muscular, heavy-set Indian, and had even make a decent attempt at walking?
A thousand looks reproachful I have mot,
shop
she
slapped
her
hand
into
her
pocket
Lucy beloved. “Pounceforth-Ktane!”a laugh on his face. His back was
Which come unbidden,my sore heart to wound;
A sailor put a saddle on hind part
I am not cruel !— yet the heedless word,
and let a piece of lace fall onto the exclaimed Mr. Dott, as soon as he had Jjared, his wrists were strapped to the
before. A bystander showed hint his
My taunt— forgotten— at deep midnight stirred,
pavement. “No. ma’am, that won’t do,” heard the grocer’s story. “Why, Lord upper parts of the arm of the triangle,
and his knees and ankles to the lower error. The sailor exclaimed, “How do
cried Mr. Pottridge, seizing the thief’s Keynsole, his cousin, banks with us.”
And came to life, and sadly stood and gaied
you know which way I am going to
part,
hi** bock wuw.
out. The only
From out the darkness, as with eye* of light,
wrist. “ You’re going to pretend those
»»ou, but
uut cuiue,
i/oii, retorieu
air. j;r—
-> throwing
---- —
Well,
come, Dott,”
retorted Mr.
ride?”
To grieve my very soul, till Slumber,cmed.
things fell by accidentinto the folds of Pottridge,impatiently, “is tnat a reason *
nervousness manifested was a
Fled from trine eyes for all the weary night;
Hands have they, yet feel not—
your dress; wo know that trick.” And, why Mrs. Pounceforth-Keaneshouldn’t
Oh, God ! that memory should bring such grief,
l0°k ^ the cat-o’-nine-tailswhich
A weary burden, hopeless of relief.
was in the hand of a stout clocks. Legs have they, yet walk not—
officiouslyacting as searcher, he plunged be a dishonest jade
his hand into the pocket despite the
“No, but I think the whole thing im- fxPer^ w^10 had been a drummer tables. Eye* have they, yet see notrWhat though fierce Provocation plied its sting,
the Twenty-third British regu- needles. Teeth have they, yet chew
lady’s strugglesand drew out a second probable,” answered the banker, “and I
Till all but madness tortured the spent soul,
j
Though ceaselessgriefs, like insects on the wing. piece of lace, three cambric handker- confess I should be sorry if anything lars. The cat had a short handle not—
Seemed on ray path to find their fittest goal?
and
nine
thongs
of
hard,
heavy
cold
a
A
lady’s
underwear
is
described
by
chiefs,
two
pairs
of
new
gloves,
one
pair
unpleasant happened to Lord KeynAll this, perhaps, should teach me to endnre
yard long, with nine knots in each. At that delicate and dainty term “lingerie,”
With patience ills for which life finds no cure.
of silk stockings and a lady’s silk cravat. sole’s family.”
“ Well, I never!” exclaimed the pushMr. Pottridge was not ;n very good the command of the Sheriff the cat was but a man is obliged to use such blamed
“ Peace waits us on the shores of \cheron !"
ing shopman, and there was a murmur hmuor when he went to bed that night. flonrished around the whipper’s head commonplace terms as “shirt” and
Bo sang a suffererin years agono;
Must only certain natures crave that boon
among the bystanders, including the A magistrate himself, he knew that with a quick ierk, whistled through th'e “night-gown.”— Roafon Pont.
The herd of men find nothing to atone?
lady’s own footman, who looked like a shifts are often made to withdraw well- air and fell with a sharp thud over the left
When a husband comes home after
Must but the few move sadly midst the throng,
powdered figure of consternation.
„140 the
vilv time
tlluo Ul
The world itself, regardless,feel no wrong?
connected offenders from justice,and, shoulder-blade, making large blue marks. ____
midnight and asks his wife
of
“ How dare you? ” screamed the lady, so fur as lie was concerned, he would At the third the flesh was cut open, but night, and she bats him over the head
Peace! there will be peace beyond the stars;
purple with rage and mortificationas have cared little had an appeal been the prisoner’s muscles never quivered, 1 with a rolling-pin, and tells him it has
The heavens, which look down on these midnight
she glared at Mr. Pottridge;“ I’ll prose- made to him, ad misericordiam,to though, of sixty spectators, fclly half of struck “ one,” it is time to retire,
hours.
Peace, undistnrhedby what of griefs or wars,
cute you for assault. I told the shop- acknowledge that he had, perhaps, been them sickened and turned away. Twen- 1 -Aw , it i8 not t0 bo wondered at .. re.
Torture the heart in this dark world of ours.
man here that I meant to buy these mistaken in fancying that he saw Mrs. ty-flve lashes given wnh all the power | marked Mr. Toplofh. ^ ho adj^ted
Driven from ray conch by visions of th» night.
I^t me my home see in those spheres of light.
things. Let the bill be sent to my ad- P.-K. pocket some luce and handker- of as rang taan in one place caused the
has grown
Chicago,
Acteo.h.
dress; I’m Mrs. Peuuceforth-Keane.”
chiefs. But Mr. Pottridge could uot flesh to creep up in purple welts, which nnp0p,llah. ,)ecaUB0 aee-aw-the
“ Ah, I dessay,” responded the shop- bear to be pooh-poohed at or threatened
nnt nfCUl
TT.’
*‘eri' ‘o°k to the watah, and it
of w uch the blood tackled
Bu !! "'‘S'111
ha8 become vewv much 8oUcd
POTTIUDHE LOST HIS LICK. man, “but I’m just going to give you with unpleasant consequences if he did out
into custody;” and, running to the his duty. He was an Alderman, a gro- few of the crowd could look at it
door, he beckoned to a bbie-coated cer with a blameless conscience,and he throughout. The Indian never flinched. .A bald-headed professor, reproving
Mr. Thomas Pottridge, of Small- member of the force.
feared no man. Feeling that his char- and after the lust blow, which was given a youth for the exercise of his fists,
borough, had been renowned in his
One of the partners of the firm, a acter for veracity and commou sense with extra vigor, the Sheriff cried, 8ai(^ “ We fight with our heads at this
native town for his constant run of luck, gray, civil-spokenman, who had been
was at stake, he resolved to give his ev- “Enough,” and Doxtater laughed and college.” The young man reflected a
so that at the ago of 40 he was reckoned
moment and then replied,“ Ah, I see,
summoned from his study, now came idence against the wife of Lord Keyn- said
the “warmest” man there— an Alderman
“Bully for
j and you have butted all your hair off.”
forward ; and he was at first disposed to eoie’s cousin with no more hesitation
who had been twice Major of his city, a rebuke the haste of his shopman, but it
than if she were the commonest jailWhen he was released the porter An Iowa editor acknowledges a preschurch-warden and a very popular char- was too late. The policeman hud al- bird.
as ed him how he felt. He answered, ent of grapes in rather ambiguous
acter among the fair sex by reason of
ready entered,and all the shopmen and
From that date, however, things be- f eel him
much.
The In- iftl)gaagef jje flay8;
• back very
.
.. ---- -- u»utsuu£o. uo ouyn. We
have rehis being a bachelor. One or two shop-girls, the customers and the des- gan to go wrong somehow with Mr. Pot- ,Unn
dian asked the whipper for a chaw bac- ceived a basket of
- grapes from our
things more only were wanted to com- ultory people crowding around the door,
tridge. It seemed as though his long cer,t and grabbed a pipe outof the turn- friend W., for which he will accept our
plete his happiness— namely, a good were instant in chorusing that the thief
luck had forsaken him. On the mor- key s mouth and went to smoke, but it compliments, some of which .are two
wife, a nice little estate in the count ry
should be made on example of. Mrs row of his adventure in London, Mr. was taken from him. The wounds were inches in diameter.”
and the honor of Knighthood. Mr. Pounceforth-Keane, seeing public opin- Chuckleworth,the principal solicitor washed wit i salt and water to prevent
A word to the wise is sufficient. A
Pottridge wished to become Sir Thomas ion so dead against her, uttered a howl,
of the town, who was Lord Keynsole's inflammation,and that made Josiah
minister
made an interminablecall
Pottridge. Having long cherished and fell swooning to the floor.
legal adviser, passed him in the street w:ince worse than the flogging.
upon a lady of his acquaintance. Her
this idea, and resolved, indeed, that he
“Never mind that; we’ll soon rouse without nodding, and later in the day
little daughter, who was present, grew
would not propose for the hand of pretty her,” said the policeman,facetiously,tor
Phenomena of Huin.
Mrs. C. sent a stiff note, begging that Mr.
weary of his conversation, and whispered
Miss Lucy Dott, the banker’sdaughter, he did not yet know that he had to deal
Pottridge would send in his bill, and
One of the most curious things about in an audible tone, “Didn’t he bring
until he could make her a Ladyship,
with a lady who kept a brougham. “The intimating that she would henceforth rain is the inequality of its distribution.
his amen with him, mamma?”
Mr. Pottridge ended by thinking that magistrateis sitting now at Marlborough
purchase her groceries at another house. The reader is of course aware that rain
he could best secure his object by caus- street; we’ll just go there at once and
Two friends met each other on a
Now, the Chuckleworths had always may be measured in inches in almost
ing himself to be re-elected Mayor, and,
have her charged.”
been excellent customers of Mr. Pott- any vessel set out to catch it. If a pail, Paris boulevard. Laura — “My gracious,
arranging,if possible, that H. R. H , the
This arrangement was acceded to, and ridge.
for example, be put out in an open Emilie, how old you look to-day! I
Prince of Wales, should pay a visit to in a few minutes the lady and policeThis was bad enough, but worse was space on the ground, it will catch as never remember you looking so old as
Smallboroughduring the term of his man (who had got abashed by this time to follow. Next day some inspectors much rain as would otherwisehave sunk you look today.” Emilie — “You
office. Intent upon this scheme, Mr. from finding himself seated on the silk
of weights and measures arrived at the into the ground on the space occupied shouldn’tbe surprised, my dear, for I
Pottridge came up to town to call upon cushions of a carriage) were riding to Alderman s shop and found a piece of by the pail. If we visit the pail after never was so old as I am to-day.”
Lord Beacousfield. Lord Beaconstleld the police court in Mrs. Pounceforth- lard
sticking under
his ..V...*-....
scales. They
may,f by
—
........ .....
...avj every
- • J shower,
v. "
, we
.IV.
tlj means
uivuiiu of
A well-known JV/V.U.
local preacher
|S*VU\SU«£ 111
in a
hearkened kindly to the grocer’s prayer. Keane’s own vehicle, while Mr. Pottdeclared they should make a report of two-footrule, tell what depth of rain has suburban town, while instructing a class
Smallboroughwas about to inaugurate ridge, the shopman and the mercer fol- the fact. Scarcely had they gone, leav- fallen. This is the principle of the rain j of urchins in the catechism, told them
some public baths, the first establish- lowed on foot to give evidence.
ing the grocer speechless with confu- gauge. In practice better means are of : that God could do everything, where*
*
ment of the kind ever seen in the town,
sion, than two well-dressed strangers course adopted, so as to prevent evap- upon one of them asked: “Can God
and nothing could be more suitable
One would think that in a case where entered and bought some tea, brown oration and to measure the depth, make a rock so big that he can’t lift it?”
than that the heir of the tohrne should the offense was flagrant and the testi- sugar, cocoa, pepper and a pot of musNowit is ',f great consequence where The boy’s question remains unanswered.
preside over the ceremonial.“Truly,” mony so clear the magistrate might tard; after which they stated that they wo place our rain gauge. It might
Goethe said energy would accomsaid the Premier politely,when he had have sentenced the defendant straight
were public analysts, who were going to
supposed
importance
plish anything desired in this world.
heard the Alderman speak, “the cleanli- off to six months’ imprisonment, and, in- examine the quality of these goods.
whether it were on the top of the Oh ! Goethe, old fellow, were you only
ness of the people must always be a deed, had the thief been a person of They examined them, in truth, so fast,
house or in the garden close by. And
matter of interesting concern to those the lower orders, it would probably that two days later Mr. Pottridge re- yet, strange to say, a gauge in the gar- in the laud of the living to-uay, we
who are brought into relations with have been her fate to be convicted ceived a summons to answer a charge den near WestminsterAbbey caught should give you the task of talking a
them. I shall be happy to take her summarily. But it turned out that of putting birch twigs in his tea, sand twenty-three inches of rain in the barber to death, competing with a man
at his own game, as it were. — Tumer'x
Majesty’scommands on the — ahem
Pounceforth-Keane was the real name in his sugar, turmeric in his mustard, course of the year, while one on the
Falla Reporter.
public-spirited proposal which you have of the elegant shoplifter, whose husclay in his cocoa, etc. Mr. Pottridge roof of a house caught only eighteen
laid before me.”
A London gent, walking in Dublin
band was a person moving, as reporters shrugged his shoulders at first, taking inches, and one on top of the abbey
“If you can manage it, my Lord, I say, “in the best ranks of society.” Mr. it for granted that the charge would be only twelve inches. The fact is, rain for the first time, got into easy convershould be glad if the visit could take Pounceforth-Keanewas sent for, and dismissed by his brother magistrates, forms at a very low elevation— much sation with a native, and chaffed him
place some time after the 9th of No- arrived breathless in a hansom from one Messrs. Dott, Bungs & Co., but before
lower than is generally supposed; or, if considerably, winding up with this
vember next, for I shall be Mayor then of the best clubs in Pall Mall At the the case came on for hearing it fortuit- not actually formed at a very low eleva- smart observation : “Now, tell mo, Pot,
and able to see that the receptiongiven sight of him his wife, who had been ously transpiredthat Mr. Pottridge had
tion, it increases the size of the drops where you would be if the devil got his
is a proper one.”
locked up for an hour in a police coll, been up to London interviewing Lord which come from higher levels. Thus, dues?” Pat replied with feigned sim“Ah, quite so!” answered Lord Bea- wept profusely, and Mr. P. K. was him- Beacousfieldfor the purposes we know, while Mr. Glaisher was descending in a plicity,“Sure, then, I’d be alone, yer
consfield, dropping his eyeglass, for he self much agitated. He asked for a re- and this made the
vaav/ w
other
vmv«* Aldermen
a
v^aa a
furia balloon,
»-/*•**v/v/AAj AA\>
J j CftUlA
he passed through C*
a All
dry,
aud Honor.”
The beauteous, buxom Bertha Bangs
had studied Mr. Pottridge through it mand, and tendered bail, saying he ous. Mr. Bungs, the brewer, was par- j then through a wet fog, where the
Ih one of our dlvinestgirls;
and knew the man by heart.
should produce medical evidence to the tioularly angry, and declaredthat Pott- [ drops of rain were exceedingly fine,
She bangs the doors and bangs the chairs.
Leaving Whitehall, Mr. Pottridge effect that his wife had lately su tiered ridge was a traitor, insomuch as the covering his note book like pins’ points.
And likewisebangs her auburn ends.
8be bangs on the ptanny, too.
sauntered toward Regent street,and, as severely in health. The magistrate— a poor grocer, instead of having a friend- These increasedin size on approaching
And bangs npon the light guitar—
he walked along, life seemed rosy to timid man, who had grown up daught- ly bench to judge him, found a very the earth, and more rapidly when very
But oh, of all the bangs she hangs.
8bo mostly bangs her auburn hair.
him because of Miss Dott. He began ers to marry, and was terribly afraid of stern oue. - near the earth.
O banging, bouncing, buxom belle.
to stare into the shop windows, admir- society— stammered out something like
“ I am sorry for you, Mr. Pottridge,”
The poet's lyre wit rapture twangs—
ing pretty things which he was tempted an apology, and readily acceded to the said Mr. Dott, who sat as Chairman,
A Sad Condition for a Man.
ResponMvo to the Influence
Oi thy beloved and beauteous bangs.
to buy for his love. He was turning applicationfor bail. So very soon Mrs. “ but men in your position should set
Matthews Rankins, of Lewiston, Me. —St. IajuU Timee-Jvumal
over this fancy and fumbling wistfully Pounceforth-Keane tottered out of an exampte. You are fined £20 on each has for twenty-three years been conA Providence man relates that when
at the pocket where his check-book lay, court, weeping like a victim, on her count, with costs. Total, £120.”
fined to one chair. The Journal of
when suddenly he behold through the husband’s aim, and
Pottridge
Ill-starredPottridge1 He left the court that city says that when a schoolboy, he was a little boy be was one day
window a curious sight. An elegantly- walked away with the shopman and the politically done for, for he could no twenty-nine years ago, a companion standing in Market square with his
grandfather, when four Irishmen came
dressed lady was seated at the counter civil-spoken mercer. All three were longer hope to be re-elected Mayor,
tripped him, and in falling his spine
examiningpieces of Brussels lace. The crestfallen, as if they had committed a nor to marry Miss Dott. He should was hurt. For two years after the acci- up, one of whom asked the distance to
shopman averted his head for an in- blunder. “This will bo a very bad have, moreover, to resign his Alderman- dent he was able to walk aronnd some, Pawtucket. He was told by the old
gentleman that it was about four miles.
stant, and she deftly whipped up a yard affair for me,” grumbled the mercer. ship, and his personal character, as well
then he lost the use of his legs, and
“Well, faith ” said Pat, in a mock tone
of the costly texture and transferredit “I would have lost a hundred yards of as that of his tea, sugar and mustard,
finally his whole body became rigid.
of encouragement to his three tired
to her pocket. The shopman spread lace sooner than appear in court was mined.
His fingers and toes are all disjointed,
over the counter a number of square, against a lady like this.”
So ruined was Mr. Pottridge that the only material joint in his body be- companions, “that’s not bad at all— only
a mile apiece for us.” “Whom do you
flat boxes containinghandkerchief*,
“ Well, but she’s a thief,” cried Mr. when he went to London to give eviing in one thumb. He can use bis hands
and once more turned away. Again Pottridge, rousing himself and speaking dence against Mrs. Ponnceforth-Keane,and ankles a little, and his eyes and want to see in Pawtucket? inquired he.
“Be jabers,” was the quick reply, I
the lady’s deft hand went to work, and a with spirit. “ What harm can she or her the first question asked him by the
tongue fully. When he sleeps, his low
couple of handkerchiefs found their friends do you?”
council for the defense— a blustering rocking-chair is simply tipped back want to see meself there the most of
way under her cloak. “Now that woman
anybody.”
“ Are you quite sure you saw her steal Old Bailey barrister— was, “ I believe
and he is covered with a blanket. He
must have capacious pockets,” solilo- the things?”asked the mercer, gloomily. you have just been convicted of selling
All honor to the man whose epitaph
has invented ingenious contrivances by
quized the astonished Mr. Pottridge. “ Besides, supposing she did put them adulteratedgoods and at false weight?"
is written below; we never shall look
which he reads and writes a great deal,
“She’s a cunning thief, anyhow, and i’ll in her pocket, she says that she told my
*' Let me
explain,” stammered poor and he seems as happy and contented upon his like again. When he departed
just step in and warn the firm.”
shopman to send her the bill.”
Pottridge.
as if he was not afflicted, though he suf- his friends put up a marble slab with
He hesitated a moment, and while he
“Im hanged if she did,” ejaculated “No explanations,sir. Give me a fers great pain incessantly..
this inscription, the dupheate of which
hovered about the doorway the lady the shopman, indignantly.
plain answer, yes or nol”
you will hardly find in any other
came out, escorted by an obsequious
'* Bilence, sir,” answered tiro mercer,
“ Yes, then.”
The quantity of ashes thrown into country
An honest fellow here is laid.
commissionaire with medals on his with a stern frown. “ If this be really a
“ Well, then, if you are liable to make the New York nvors and harbors per
His deb
in full he always paid;
breast. A footman, one of a row bask- case of theft, you are self condemned, mistakes about your weights, you may day by steamboats, tugs, etc., is 250
And what is more rare, his neighbors tell ns,
He
sent
back
borrowed umbrellas.
for
you
ought
to
have
kept
your
eyes
err
in
other
things.”
ing on a bearii like oysters, rose and
tons.
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Frye, 60 years old, was

found dead in his
hole in his

cellar,

with a bullet

head. Near him

in a coal

bed was a revolver. His family were all
absent. Two of the murderers have
been arrested.They are Antonio Ard-

a Greek, and Nicolo Infantine, a
Both were young barbers, and
Ardito is said to have fled from his
country to escape arrest for murder.
Associated with them in the plot was

ito,

Sicilian.

Larry O’Neal, another barber, a notorious characterand a professionalthief.
He is also a Sicilian. When Infantino
and Ardito were arrested O’Neal slipped
away, and he cannot be found. Infantino weakened in the hands of the police and told the story of the murder.
Frye was frequentlyshaved at the shop
where he was employed, and an intimacy sprung up between the two. Occasionally Infantino was invited to his
victim’s house, and enjoyed his hospitality, sometimes stopping to play in
the latter’s private billiard hall. ..With
base ingratitude,Nicolo finallyplotted
with Ardito and O’Neal to kill and rob
his friend. It was agreed that Infantino
should obtain an invitation to Frye’s
house for himself and his friend, the
Greek. This was accomplished,and
the conspirators met on the Common the
night of the murder, Nicolo having a
pair of barber’s shears, while O’Neal had
a revolver. When they arrived at
Frye’s residence, Larry was stationed as
a sentinel outside, ami tie others went
in. Frye received his visitors most
cordially. During the evening Nicolo
and Mr. Frye played billiardsin the upper room, while Ardito amused himself
playing on the piano, and at intervals all
had something to drink. Between 11
and 12 o’clock Nicolo, acting under instructionsfrom the Greek, urged Mr.
Frye to visit the various parts of the
house for the purpose of showing it to
them. This request the old man did
not at first seem willing to grant, biit,
after considerablepersuasion,he finally
consented, and the trio started down
stairs to the basement, Mr. Frye all
unconscious of the terrible fate in waiting for him. It had previously been
arranged between them that if he was
irfduced to go down in the cellar they
would take away what money he had,
after which they were to rob the house.
Acting in pursuance of this agreement,
as soon as Frye reached the bottom of

the

*

stairs

the Greek turned on him

with the ferocity of a tiger and stabbed
him with a pair of scissors. The
doomed man made a desperateresistance
and begged Nicolo to spare his life.
At this point, however, Ardito ordered
Nicolo to shoot the victim on pain of
being killed himself; the shot was fired,
and Frye fell forward on his face with a
cry. The murdered man’s pockets were
rilled, his watch, chain, seal and keys
being taken, and then the murderers
went up-stairsand attacked the safe,
carrying off silver- ware and other things.
After leaving the house, the murderers
divided their plunder and concealed it
in different sections of the city, where
a part of it has since been found.
Frye was very fond of young companions, and he does not seem to have
been very choice in his selection of

them. When he found a young man
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shooting from morning until night, exposed with no ill-effect to cold and wet.
At 97 he had the first severe illness of
his life— an attack of bronchitis. Up
to this time he had performed service
in his church every Sunday, with his
regular three months’ duty in Wells
Cathedral,his voice continuingdistinct
and powerful. To the day of his death

ho never lapsed into anything like
“

second childishness.” Possibly the
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explanationof his very long and healthy
life lies in this : He had a most imMOLLEft’s
perturbable temper and singularly even
cod
"
spirits, and would not allow anything
to worry him. He had many an enter- In perfectly pure. Pronouncedthe beat by the h gt
taining remembrance ; not the least of cat medical authoritiesin the world. Gl\en li gbee
award at Vi World’s Expositions,and at Pans, 1878
them was the being held up to the win Sold by Druggists. \V.P .*»chlcfl'cHit «L Co., N Y.
dow by his nurse to see the soldiers in
the street during the Lord George Gordon riots. This was in 1780; the future
canon was then 3 years old.
.

liver

BUFFALO

STOVE POLISH

Will be attracted to Chicago by the Exposition
now in progress. The Tremont House, being
centrally located and within easy reachingdis-

tance of the Exposition building,business
houses and places of amusement, is a cipital
hotel at whicn to make your headquarteisduring your stay in Chicago.

'

buyers. ALL

New term* FREE.

P

EXPRESS CHARGES PAID

81 and 88 Vesey Street,New York.
Box 4888.

O,

The Chicago Exposition.

Has had a very auspicious opening, and is
now in full blast. It is a mammoth affair, being
fully up to the standard of former years in the
variety of articlesexhibited.In no other wav
can one gain so good an idea of the material
progressof the Northwest as by a visit to this
exhibition.

Childrendo not Die of the croup to whom
Dr Wm. Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs is
administered. Parents will do well to remember this fact and keep a medicine, which saves
so many lives, in the house ready for an
rgoucy. The Balsam overcomes tendency
to coupumptiou, strengthensweak and heals
sore lungs, remedies painfuland asthmatic
breathing, banishes hoarseness and cures all
bronchial and tracheal inflammation.If you
have a cough, use it “early and often." All
Druggistsstdl it
enif

The very berlKood*
direct fr nn the lm-

poitersat Half fluuaualcnaLBeat plan eve,-offered to Club Agents and
large

HiN

!HE SMITH

a standard

LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!

OVER
best work

and

UT

tail

St,

80,000

n*e. New

In

Design* constantly,

lowc«t prlcea.

Send for a Catalogue.

tfWitel, Bonita
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IMPROVED HEALTH CORSET
U made Willillo- laininro llu.l. oiik'll
IlnlMa and toulalua no
bonea. Prlre by stall, *1.1*.
For •ale Iv alllradinxtntrrhanta.

WARNER BROS..

351 Broadway, N. T.

. HUNT’S REMEDY ^

:

Addre— Da*itl F.BtaUn,
and of a qniet turn of mind, npon whom No.)*ont/rr««.
nothipg can make too powerful an impression, who are not wont to be excited either by great sorrow or great
joy, have the best ohanee of living long
other, If unable to nuree your babe ,1)1act
and happy after their manner. PreRidge’. Food. Manofaotoied by WOO
serve, therefore, under all circumstances,
)., Palmar, Maas.

No one who Is thoroughlyregular in ths
bowels I* half as liableto diseases as be that la Irregular. He may be attacked by contagiousdiseases, and
•o max the irregular, but he Is not nearly as subjact to
ouUlus Influence*.The u»e of

KIDNEvSo'icII'IE

Tarrant’sSeltier Aperient

|MiUvt remedj^for Dropaj^siHlall diacaw*

secure* regularity,and consequent Immunity from

_

sickness.

gans. Hunt's KemedyVi partly vJJSbl* *
prepared expressly for the above dieeuee. It )

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

_

_

OPIUMS^SS
VOUNC MEN

cured thouwudl. Every bottle warranted.Send to
E. Clarke, i’ruvidence,A I., for llluitrsted
pamphlet
If your dnimtlit don’t have It he will order it foryi

Learn Telegraphyand
840 to ffilOO a

earn

$7

*7 oMfit^rlanafeI,M,nA',(k)UAnt^*(,
t0

Vi- ivill pay Agi-nta n ff.ilary of ||U0 per month nml
expenai-s.or allow u Inrpe commission
mu in i.Bimi , ,0 sell our new
smi wonderful
........
Invention*.
......... .. HTr mean won f ire *ny. Hum*
pie free. Addre** bllKUMAX A CO., Hamhall. Mich.

—Choicest In the world-importers'pries*
— lArgeit Company In America-stapl*
, article- please* evvryliudy-Trade
contlnIncreislng—Agent* wo
wanted everywhere—best Itt
ually lncrei»lng—
•— send for Circular.
y Bt , N.Y. P.O.Box 1*7.
dUCROB’T

_
TEAS

......

WKlUTvS

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
Devmniirateil
be,' by HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONSFOR TWELVE YEARS,
vin.: At Paiub, 1867; VlKNNA,1878: HaNTIAi.o, 1875;
PmLADF.i.rHiA.1876, Paris, 1878; and Grand Swumsu
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organ* ever awarded highesthonor*at any such. Sold for cash or installment*. IllustratedCatalooUEBand Circulars, with
new stylesand pr.cea, sent free. MASON A HAMLIN
ORGAN CO.. BOSTON. NEW YORK, orCHICAOO.

Upham’s

Tan

Freckle,

DO NOT BEGIN YOUR SINGING CLASSES BEFORK EXAMINING L. 0. EMERSON’S

and Pimple

BANISHER.

_

The voice of woKSHif

A few

While containinga large and valnablecollection of
Church Music In the form of Tunes and Ant limns, It Is
perfectly fittedfor the Singing School *nd Convention
by the Urge number of Songs. Duets, Glees, Ac., and its
well-madeElementary Coarse.
Price 189.00per doien. Specimencopies mailed for

llJJU.

of

applications

this pre-

paration will remove freckles, tan,
sunburn, pimples or blotches on the
face, and render the complexion
clear

Send for circulars and catalogues,with full list of
standardSingingSchoolBooks.

and fair. For

softening; and

beautifying the skin it has no equal.

Price 50 cents. Sent bj mail, postThe new

BO ct#. edition of Pinafore(complete)sells
finely,and FatlniUa (42.00). Koromer ($1.00),Trial by
Jury (BO ct*.), are In constant demand.

paid, for 75 eta. Address

Jolm F.Hsnry, Curran

EMERSON’S VOCAL METHOD,

&

Co,,

24 College Place,

N. Y.

Prksb. White Rohf.b, a charming new Sunday

«bCo.,

843 Broadway, N.

Y.

CO., Boston.
DKaon «bCoM

J. K.

082 Chestnut fit.

Phils.
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For any exter-

MEXICAN MUSTANG
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nal pain, sore, wound or lameness of man or beast, use only

e

,

N

e

*
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AND

154State SI, Chicago,!

LINI-

penetrates all muscle and flesh to the very bone,
expelling all Inflammation,
soreness and pain, and healing
the diseased part ns no other
Liniment ever did or can. So
saith tho experience of two
generations of sufferers, and
so will you say when you have
tried the “ Mustang.”
It

MAXUFACTL’HER*OF

SILVER

PLATED
WARE.
Trade Mark

for flpoons, Parks, A«.i

1847, Rogers Bros. A

I.

These Goode have taken the Certtfleates of
Award wherever exhibited,both <n this and
the old CouHtriee,

And the Meriden
are the

CURED FREE!
Infallible and unexosJlsd remedy for
FIU. Epilepsy or Fftlllm Nlc-knesa.

Warranted to

LABGEST and

effect a spnedy and

IT*
j 25-SfS: WAsk yaar Jeweler
valuable Treatise eent to

SAPONIFIED
U the Old Reliable

Best

tor these Cee4e.^M

U. N. U.
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FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.
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for making Bard.

IT IS FULL WEIGHT AND STRENGTH.
The market 1* floodedwith (so-called) Concentrated
Lye. which Is adnltsratsd
with salt and ro&in, and won*
maiutoa,.
SA Eg

; 1

Britannia Go*

Manufacturersin this
line in the World.
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School Song Book.

GENTS

must seek to attain
continual equanimityand carefullyto
avoid everything which too violently 330 JNTXDSi I We pay either to Agent* on talI *17 or commlaalon.Addreaa.
taxes his feelings. Nothing more consumes the vigor of life then the violence 6REENBACK8.
of the emotions of the mind. We know
Magnificent New Plano
right Parlor Organa; 8
that anxiety and care can destroy the
• Golden Tongue Rood*;
Octave*: IS Stop* ; S Ki
healthiest body; we knew that fright
Rwella- Walnut Caae warranted0 yean ;'8tool
Bt
Stool A Boand fear, yea, excess of joy, become only tin. New 7-Octave Piano*, with Plano Cover ,8
and Book, only *Ua.7ft. -The moat ancceaaful B
deadly. They who are naturally cool neaa Honae on Earth." IllUltrated Newspaper (Anti

CO.,

MIGHTY!

now

-On Ih*- atn
out of the same dish with the
«f S* pt. rntx-r
cat, and solemnly averred that when she
wti.hnllliejfln
the imliiimtuxi
went toward them the rat chased her
of the meet lnten§iin»rf>erUI
Story erer preecnU-dto (he read,
and made her run up-stairs. The cat,
mol thli oruntry, •nd will .end
Thk Chicago LkDuER. ixaitii.id
she said, seemed to enjoy his company,
and appeared as if charmed by the rat,
To nt this valuable Family Pajmi
just as a sjake charms a bird. The
with thla Intereating atonr you
should remit at onoe. Addrea*
farmer would not credit the story until
The Ledger, Chicago, IP
he saw the same thing a day or two afpHRONIO AND SPECIAL DISEASES, NERVOUS
terward. He allowed the strange
DEBILITY, Ac cured. A book (Illustrated)which
tella all about tlem wnt aealed for two 8c. tarn pa. Adfriendshipto exist for several days, the drew DR. HENDERSON, 171 Madtaon St., Chicago. Hi
rat coming regularly to partake of meals
$100
with the cat. Finally the farmer de- Proportionalret urn a every week on Stock Ontlona
of
Jmo,
tso,
moo,
moo.
cided to put an end to the singular OfficialReporta and Circulara free. Addreaa
friendship, and taking a gun went to T. POTTER WIGHT A CO..Banher».tt Wall 81, N.Y.
the cellar. No sooner, however, had he
fired at and missed it than the cat
jumped npon the rat and killed it. Now
Supplies for .edges, Chapters,
the farmer wants to know why the cat
Qd Comraanderies, manufactdid not kill the rat before.
ured by M. C. Miry & Co., MumO. Send for Price Lilts.
To Attain Long Life.
^“Knight* Templar Uniform* a Specialty.
Military,Society, end Firemen’*Goode.
He who strives after a long and pleas-

term of

HI

Sniarninr.
for the Musical Record,and receive weekly all the news, and plenty of good music, for
#2.00 per year.

rat eating

—

T

O. Emerson (ffl GO), is a valuable new bonk for
Voice-Training,
containingall the essentials of stndy,
plenty of exercises and plain explanations,
and costing
much leas than the larger works on the same subject.

_

—
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TRUTH

by L.

The reason why medical practitioners do not
hesitateto proscribeDr. F. Wilhoft’sAntiPeriodic or Fever and Ague Tonic is as follows : Messrs. Whoelock, Finlay A Co., of
New Orleans, iti proprietors, have published
its composition,
and physicianshave approved
it because it containsno dangerous drug, and
because it invariably proves successful. It is

$1175

CHICAGO SCALE

Iftl •ledVr-Min Hirer*. Cklcnpo, 111.

WARNER BRO'8 CORSETS
ectlvriltl

FINEST

IN TONE.
Made and

Tke Premium Ncnlrs of the World.
All Beales Warranted.Bend for ReducedPrice List

containsU?8 tine historicalengraving*and 1800
large double column pages, and is the must complete
History of the World ever published. It sells at sighu
Send for specimen pages and extra tonus to Agents, and
lee why it relit faster than any other book. Adfres*
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago,IU._

CO.

value in all the

Everywhere recognlied a* the

4-Ton 8480, Others In I'rnpnrtlmt!

NEW BOOK

Firrt Established I Moat Succeatful!

THEIR INSTRUMENTS have

Hi.

2-TON WAGON SCALE-5 $40,

It

FOR HALF A DOLLAR.

TEAS!
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XVh* Has Not Ileon Bilious?
^ *n*
January let,
Probably no one. DoubtlcHB wo have all suffered to some extent the diBaRrceabloBOiiHations which a disorderedor languid liver can
Address
THE SUN. N. Y. City.
indict HallowncBB of the skin, constipation,
nausea, vertigo, sorenessin the vicinityof the
organ affected, a sensationaa of congestionin
the head, positive headache,a loss of appetite,
extreme thirst, a high color of the urine, are
among the symptoms which announcea perversion or vitiationof the bile. The remedy
ef remedies for the atiovo is Hostotter’s Stomach Bitters;administered by medical men;
pronouncedpure and wholesome by them,
and popular as a corourehcusivofamily medicine, and as a specific preventiveand remedy
for chills and fever and bilious remittenU
For Rcantjr of Polish, Saving Labor, CleanllncM,
throughout America, and to a wide extent in
foreign countries. Disorders in the stomacQ Durabilityand CheanncM,Unequaled.
MUR&tt BROS* Proprietor*,Canton, Mas*,
and bowels, as wed as liver, are speedily remer.A i»
diablo with this popular and time-honored
Ia .iiI.r|*i.
Multitudes of Visitors

MoKINLAY.

La- d Com’r,
A M . K’y. «t. Pawl. Minn,
Faiwn*, Hrigh lour IMoUuce!

D. A.

BILL,”

Tr**T1ln<RT

A large, elaht-pagopaper of SO broad colnmna will be

_
_

On long time, low prices and easy payments.
Pamphlet with full Informationmailed free. Apply to

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

THE WEEKLY SOH.

medicine.

THE NORTH.

OF

Nes Book that
fast. Chanoe for all to make

The famous Scout.Guide, Hunter and Actor-written
by hlniselt— is the liveliest«nd easiest book to sell that
has appeared- for year*. Agents alreadyat work are
making big sile*. Send at once and secure territory.
For circulars and liberalterms apply to
H. N. HINCKLEY.88 South Cans! St, Chicago,III,

ULMimi

aco.fctoAi'u.VatoUM.u,
aUtokin—maa.

MOUER’8

sells

mmi k r»M to r^toWtoJU. «.
Ik.a • pto.,,.. .«.H
U«.rk. kt. to.,.. »»4 .....r.ito
S.

Um>4 ..m m
frtoftlit bm.

RED RIVER VALIEV

Hunted for •

Hanker*,17 Wall 8t., N. Y.

_

ant

Tn the best lands.In ths best climate, with the best
markets, and on ths beat term*, along tho St. Paul,
MinneapolisA Manitoba H’y, <Ul« St. Paul A Pacific. )

_ PENSIONS! 3,000,000 ACRES

A Singular Cat Story.
Coughs and Colds.— These who are sufferA queer cat story comes from Pres- ing from Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Boro
ton, Ct. A farmer had been troubled Throat,Ac., should try “Brown's Bronchial
with rats for some time, and finally Troches.” 25 cents a box.
purchaseda eat that was recommended
as a good mouser. The cat sustained About organs this fact is conclusive: Mason
A Hamlin’s Organs have taken the highest honits reputation, and rats were soon unors at every World'* h'rlobition for twelve
known in the house, and the farmer ycar*} and no other American organ has taken
congratulatedhimself greatly. His the highest award at any such.
dreams of freedom were dispelled one
Eton's Patent Heel Stiffenerskeep hoots and
day, however, by the cries of the ser- shoes from running over. Bold by shoe and
vant girl, who said that on going down hardware dealers.
cellar where the cat was indulging
Ohkw Jackson’sBest Sweet Navv Tobaaao.
in his noonday repast she saw a largo

J

,"°181) K. 88ih 8t.. Now Yt
ork.

ILLUSTRATED life and travels of

that he liked, he was almost over-attentive to him, taking him on excursions, inviting him to his house and
for sale by all Druggists.
demonstrating his friendship in other
ways. Once he took a young man to
Herr Krupp, the cannon king, reNew York with him, paying all his ex- turns a iarg?r income than any of the
penses.
Emperor William’s subject, save the
Rothschilds.

i

Co.,

The experience of the French clergyNew Law. Thousands of Soldiers and heir* entitled.
Pension*date back to discharge or death. Time limited.
man, Canon Beadon, who lately died at
Address,with stamp.
the age of 102 years, offers a few sugges- A complete,brilliantand authentichistory of hit “ Tonr
GEORGE E. LEMON,
P. 0. Drawer
Washington. D. C.
Around the World "—aplendldly Uluatrated-toge
tiler
tions to those who seek to know how with a new, carefully written and historicallyaccurata
they may attain to long life. He ate history of his entire Military and Ciril Car err. By the
renowned Hlatorlan and Traveler, How. J.T. Hf.aDLKT.
anything with impunity, not only eat- A mlllionpeoplein this countrywant this book to-day.
ing heartily at every meal, but often AGENTS WANTED.
nibbling biscuits, etc., between meals. For circular* A tenni addreaaHniliARDBnon., Chicago.
d^ruS?;'
plnnip and roey i the breath pure and sweet. Price,
He drank moderately of wine, and was
to the last very fond of sweet things.
A YEAR and expense*to agents. OutlitFreeT
He never knew what headache or $ / / I Addreaa _ P.A). VICKERY,Augnata, Maine.
rheumatismwas, and, when a middle- fMA in flinnn Investedin Wall 8L Stocks makes

aged man, could and would go

EXODUS

and

1

'

/>r \ Graphic UloitreUona. Magnificent binding.
Kan- chance for Agents. REDDING A CO,
Masonic Publishere, 781 Broadway, New York.

Men Guests.
too strongly
__
Joseph E. Frye, of the Boston leather
How to Live for a Century.
firm of

d*!

D£X
A

piness, no misfortune,can too

MONET, AND BUT rHH

SaponifieR
MADE BY THE
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co,

PHILADELPHIA.

The Cost of Advertising.
For any responsible advertiser, nuking application In good faith, we prepare and furnisha writtenestimate,
showing th* cost of any proposed advertising in the leadingNewspapersof lbs United BUtea and Dominion of
Canada.
For thepreparingof estimates no charge la made, and the applicant is placedtrader no obligation to transact
bis advertising business through us unless It appearstn him that * y doing so hs will best advance his own interests.
A copy of the advertisement,
a list of thrpapers,ths space the advertisementI* to occupy and the time it
to appear, shouldaU be given with the application for an estimateof the cost
When an advertiser doee not know what he want* or what he ought to do. be oandcalgnaU some sum of money
within which he wlshee to limit bis expenditure : thla will enable us to preparefor him such a hst of papen aa wlu
be the best for bis purpose, within the limit* which be prescribe*.
Bend 10c. for 100 page pimpblst .

M

Address

GEO. P.
Newspaper AdvertisingBureau, No.

10

_

HOWELL &

CO.,

Spruce 8tn Printing House Square (oppoalta the Tribune BnUd’g),New York.
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For IU Holland City Newt.
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columns, from time

inserting in your

tivation of fruit trees and their treatment,

who

are contemplating the planting of

orchards,and upon the community at

The importancein

of the
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Goods,
Hats & (Japs,

Diy,
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Flour

Come and

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Undevelopedsources of wealth which but
township of Holland, and in those imme-

TRADE MARK.

The great Eag-TRADE
Itsh remedy, an
DDfallingcare for

shipping fruits which are not equalled, or
locality
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we can send

MARK.

FURNITURE
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THE GRAY MEDICINE

fruit only.

No.

CARPETS,

sale
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figures will authenticate our remarks.

But the object of
articles is not to

discuss some of the

to

difficulties attend-

ing fruit culture, and of these we

first

call

j-ariety

YELLOWS

A

At the out-set. we would say that our
informationon

this

WILLOW-

and experience, has in the main come

I have the most completeline of Undertaking
matefUlsfrom the cheapest coffin to the cdtlrated
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and

see
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THE CURTIS TURBINE

the neighborhood of Philadelphia,

New

fuJJ description,

power, price, etc., i«.
Riven in an extra of

Groceries is complete— in-

OgdenaburtiiN.Y.

to its

disseminated. But

only within

Ir.e.

cat
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It
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Candies, JLits,
P.

Holland, July
A. L.

says Prof. Kedzie, of the Michigan State

&

25, 1879.

the disease:

W. F. HA

II

ms.

Manuracturcr!» of and dealer* in

& SHOES,

BOOTS

Slippers, Etc. Etc.
at

No. 71 Washington street,

Grand Haven,

- -

Mich.

Instruction thorough. Good mornl nnd roligioni
influences.Expenses very low. Tuition In th«
Academic Department only SI. OO per term
Moro than fifty young men uro now in attendanci
whoso board, room-rent and incidentals do nol
cost them over #71 a year.
Five Departments,— Academic, Theological
Commercial,Art and Music. In the Academic foul
courses,-Classical Scientific.Philosophical, am
Normal ; besides Elective Studies and Preparatory
Courses. Beautiful location,nnd lino new build
ings. Sixteen Instructor*. Fall Term commence!
Sept. 3. For Cataloguessend to

1

as infallible

Prti. D. tY. C. DIRGIJ, or f. B. BILLS, Stt’r,

iiowcver,

Hillsdale?,Mich.

1

I

“ 1.

The productionupon

»»

of very slender wiry shoots, a few inches

long, and bearing starved, diminutive

ii

iv.

Custom Made
will

leaves. These shoots are not protruded

Goods !AnotherJteP

remain our Specialty.
AT

from the extremities, but from latent buds Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing
duAe on short notice.
'A. L. HOLMES & CO.
larger branches. The leaves are very
Gband Haven, Mich., March 1*1, 1S79.
narrow and small, quite distinctfrom those

of the natural size, and are either pale

yellow or destituteoffcolor.

“2. The premature ripening of the
place from two to four
earlier

Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine and boiler complete,
including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low

than the proper season, and

always marked externally (whateverhe

the natural color) with specks

and

large

price of
3 Horse Power

spots of purplish red. Internally the flesh
is

more

44

deeply colored, especiallyaround

the stone, thau in the natural state.”

symptom not

Prof. Kedzie adds another

noticed by Mr. Downing, as
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diversity of opinion exists on this
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ones by means of the pollen carried by
bees and other insects from the flowers
of the diseased|to the flowers of the

HollnitM Midi,

1

t

I

j
!

I

|

ft:

ILLION

M

A tsrcf, CfW and eonplffe Guido to
Wedlook.canniiiinc.
with miny othtrt,
the fallowing chapter,:A rompeteot
rniMte

“THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
on Syphtlia,Ooiorrhoea, Olsct,Stricture, Vnrlcoo Jc, sc., i .o on Sportnatorrhaa, *exual Debility, and
Impotency, farm .sclf-ibuie
rid Excr«*et,ciuiing beminil
F.iuimioik,NrrvoaiDMI,Atrrtinn to Society,Confunonof
filrj,, Fhyural Decay, Dimnei,of bi{ht. DefectiveMemory,
fan, of heiml I o« cr, etc.,m>kin( marriage impro|«r or
ui.hjppr.riving treatment.»nd , grr»t many vjlunllereceipt!
for the cuic of ,11 pnvitc u.muici , gg4 (ajei,over 00 pUtei,

tire City

Holland. I will sell at tilt following price*.
Lot !l. Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West Addition $175

'87Vl,lo,,'k8-,Lot !*' l11?^
Addition$176 each. Lot* 1, 2, 3. 1. 5 A ti in Block
25, a* organized plat near the M.L.S. depot at
$*4*25 each, except Lot* 1 & 2 which are $800 each.
Also 6 lot* West of First avenue at $125chc1i.The
above will he sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots 10. It, 12,. 13. anil 14. in Block
K. Lot* 2, 4. 5 and i in Block H. The above will
he sold on long credit and small payments dowi .

Apply to.
M.

I).

HOWARD.

TO RENT.
Premise*recently occupiedby W. C. Meli*. west
of Hope Church Parsonage.
Inquire of
11. D. POST.

MORTGAGE SALS.
r\E FAULT having been made in the con-

1/

ditions (whereby the power of sale therein
has become operative, of a certain mortgage, exeSnnhnndnnd IVnmnnhnod, 10 e.
cuted by George M. Willey, on the third day of
wr send nil three of the
April. A. I) 1K76. to Mary K. 8oulc and recorded in
iww«-emi»^nw-fciwi-i—
n'.nve il;-»rrlhodbO"ki,
tin: office of the Registerof Deed* of Ottawa
liirely tiuuml in one vuiuiiie;
eoiitniiii”i; 6(BI|mg<‘!
nnd over
county ami Stale ol Michigan, on the sixth day of
lul illuntritione,
sml embracingeverytiiiiig
on the Ki neratire fyitentthat it worth kimwina. ’nieeomli ncl voluuiin
April. A. I>. 1876. aforesaid at twelve o'clock,noon
p>>«ttive!ythe moit |)<i|Milar
Medioal Book pubiuhed. of that day, in Liber No. 5 of .Mortgages,on pa''e
Die Author it an rxinriencedphyurian of many
281, on which said mortgage there is claimed to he
ymr, nrartice,(a, i, wi lf koojvni, ami the adviea given,
due and unpaid at the date of this notice, the sum
and rule*fur trealmeiil a:d down, will be found of great
value to thoie ,iit!ering fr.iin impurilieiot the »v«tem, early
of four hundred ami five dollars (|U'5 00; principal
error,,lost vigor,or any of the numeroui troublescoming
and Interest, ami no proceedingsat law or in
under the head of •• Private'' or •'Chronic' dines, er.—
equity having been instituted to collect said sum
Pottage itamti, taken in payment for any ol the»cbooks.
p R.-B U TTSLD
S P E N S A R Y^e»ui.ii,hed due thereon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
by virtue of the power of sale ns aforesaid,notice
acquired a naltotiineiiutaniiino^kiiniMli^renline'nt
of
I* hereby given that on Tuesday the seventh
chronic diicsics and ootnplicated rnaei. hyphllU, t.onor.
rhea, Uleel Mrlrlurr, Orrhlllv,all I rlnnry Trmilile,, Syuhl.
day of Ootohor, next, (187i>)at two o'clock In
60 ceoU.
Hnlieal gdilee."l^flute on

FOR ONE DOLLAR

Illlr or lerenrlal affection! of the throat, ikiu or bone*treated with aucceat, without ualng Mercury,
<>v mafl nnd siprsa,,
where poiiihls,
sultationpreterred;
personal comultatlon
preterred.’wlmh is FK£E and invited
DR. BUTTS Invites
InTltesall personssuffering from RUP-y
RUP-S
tbslrnsme
nsms and addrete,
address,and hereby
W TURK to send him their
1. aunrei th*tn
them that they veil!
will learn somet
something to their I
'advantage.
ladvanUge.
It la
is not a Truss.
, All communicationsstrictly confldential,and should be
Iddrsssedto DR. BUTTS'. l/NortbMh St.. Sc Louts. Mo.

the afternoon, at the front door of the Court
House, (the place of holding the Circuit Court) in
the city of Grand Haven in said county of Ottawa,
said mortgagewill he foreclosed by the sale of the
f
premises thereinand hereinafter described, or so
%
much thereof ns shall he necessary to satisfy, and
—
pay the amount due on said mortgage,with interest ami cost of advertisementand sale, together
with an attorney tee of twenty five dollars, provided for in said mortgage in case of foreclosure
Said mortgaged premises are describedin said
mortgage and will be sold a* follows, to wit: the
west-half of the east-halfof the south-east quarter
The undersigned,an old and retired physician, of section thirty two (33) town seven (7) north, of
having been permanently cured of the much n-nge fifteen (15) west, in the county of Ottawa
dreaded diseaseCONSUMPTION, by a simple nnd State of Michigan, togetherwith the appurremedy, is anxious to make known to hi* fellow- tenances thereunto belonging.
sufferer*the mean* of cure. To all who desire It.
Dated Grand Havkn. July 3rd. A. D. 1879.
he will send a copy of the prescription used. PKEK
MARY E. SOULE, Mart game.
OF CHARGE, with direction* for preparingand
Samuel L. Tatk, Attorney for Mortgagee. 22-13w
using the *amo, which will be found a surecuiefor
aiw! pw<i»lil—Thb
Consumption,Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Her_ _ Hs.vkhly Iiudoet
vousnfss,dec.,<tc„ <ic, Addros* with stamp.
fWtuHTjCASn
per weeK
week loutl,
/oo//, nt
ml* -mo or traveling.
fw
u» sis CASH per
DR. C. STEVENS. Bmckville,Ont.
K<.iM*Oilnirnew. Adores*. Tlio Dcvurty Oo., Chicago.

PATIENTS TREATED

|TSTRFATI

J

Truia.

/

CONSUMPTION CURED!

Which will now sow grain and the fertilizer at
the same time. This cheap method of fertl.Wng
ha" but recently been introduced in this locality,
as is giving very good satisfaction.

and see the Patent Hay
Forks, and numberless

Call

37

SENT FREE

1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879.
Millinery and Fancy Goods.

other articles, useful

Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collecbe contagious, and capable, like the small tion ba*ine*s.Collections made on all point* in
pox in the human system, of spreading the United States and Europe, Particular attention paid to the collection*of Banks and Banker*.
from a diseased tree to healthy ones in Remittance*made on the day of payment. All
businesa intrusted to me shall have prompt attenthe neighborhood,and thus capable of tion. Interest allowedon time deposits, subject
indefinite extension. A modificationof to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to and from all point* in Europe
the contagioustheory is that the disease sold at my office.

Imparted to healthy

- -

—

Champion Drill

point. A large clftss believe the disease to

is

HOMESTEAD

SUPERPHOSPHATE

Springfield,Ohio.

peculiar

nearly universal opinion of

FOR SALE.

I

THE

$ *242.00

.......283.00

the taste being insipid.”

a

F™d!!

JAMES LEFFEL &CO..

watery condition of the ripening peach,

It is

*

can now be purchased

fruit; this takes

weeks

*

Hardware Store
-MWAITME WM. C. MELIS.

on the main portions of the stem and

is

CO.,

Cob, Covins Mines, Lit,
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND MICH.

from

W'lvet, rriMtitutlon, it, e«u»e«, CrliUcjrand Matrimony com.
luret, tonmcal duliri,Conception, Confinement, Love and
( ourlihip.
impediment, to Mirnarein male inJ fcmil',.Science
of Reproduction, Single l.if« c.ioiidered,
L»w of Mirrii^e,
L»w of Divorce,I.ecnlrigbttof mvried women, etc., inelud.
inc Disease* pecufinrto Women, theircau,e« »nd (rest,
l.e-t. A '< ik far private»nd conudentereidur.oi 320p*$ei,
witti full J Ute Lngrivin;,, by mtil, levied, for U0 Cent,.

,

symptoms of

it

''''ANdZS^* w om »n hood, Selectionof Wife,F.iiJenet*
— ' f Virc Illy.'I rn.)«ririe:
U. rnn JitiMe
JT«fu7|wT|TaI72 and iucnmphlible.SterilityIn Women,
»nJ treitmci.t,Adrice to Ilridi).
rr ’•m, Adviceto lluiliindi,
Advict to

Having bnt recentlyformed our cn-partncndiip.
we wtah to inform our fdlow-citijfen»of Grand
Haven and Mirroundiiigtown* that we have a fine
Mock of Ready Made Qnod* of all descriptions,
the branches which
ti nuuiiur
we offer iui
for bail*
sale ciirup.
cheap. However,

Downing gives the following

Street,

WOMAN

STEKETEE.

A.

A. L. Holmes & Co.

Agriculturalcollege, “in trees imported
from New Jersey.”

SYMPTOMS OF THE YELLOWS.

1

BOOKS

e:c., etc.

HOLMES,

com-

observed,”

first

&

DEALERS is

UENEWEU

II A
11
Resloieslire Hair
Original Color, ami prevents

tr.vn,

paratively late years that the disease in-

vaded our State. “

MEYER

H.

Both these remediesart fur *r.lo -it
On M noriKS s Drug Store.

trees raised from dis-

it is

SOLD BY

family ought lo be without it.

falling out.

means of young peach trees sent out Irom

from

CROUP,

I

considerablepart of the orchards.” By

eased peaches, the disease has been widely

cnee* of

BMHIIUnd

LEE’S

/'

prevalent,and

in

Fmitiire’

Eieth

to destroy a

nurseries in districts where the disease was

charm

Prepared only by
j. P. Lkk, Chicago, HI.

GATES CUBTZS.

Our 40c TEA is unsurpassed.

Jersey, where

was so prevalentas

like a

rpiIE following dc*crihed Lot* in

Philadelphiaand Delaware the disease

it

No

to the

orchardswithout apparent cause. From

ASim,

Salmon, Lobsters.

sudden decay and death of the peach

in 1814

!

A«»recmi.e,lir*Ti
&&
OO per ceuu
A

cluding all kinds of Canned goods,

Concerning the yellows in peaches,
Downing says: “About 1800, or a few
years before, attention was attracted,in

COUGHS.
Th-tfc who me tr< nhlcd with coughing at night,
can And immediate relief.

the Tnrbint Mrvurhr,
Send for a Copy.

extent with or without name.

Extra Fine Remedy for

phlegm,and act*

Holland, Mich., July 1st, 1879. 21-3m

Eastern Salt always on hand.
Our stock of

COUGH MIXTURE.

WAKKER.

etc.

competition

that defy

f

MACA LISTER'SCough Mixture ioo*en» the

W.

stock of Boots and Shoes

to

will copy to a very large

gradually extended to

my g::ds. ]h

irci'c '.e to shezv jseds.

talent to the interest of fruit-growers.

From such we

'

An

us through

and

VAARWERK

G- J. Te
Eighth Street, Holland,Mich.

Macallister’s
I

of

bleached sheetings, etc.,

HARD-PAN PRICES.

Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.

handsome

large stock you will find a

Ginghams, Calicoes, bleached and un-

books and articles written by
experience, who devote their time

At

L*igc sample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
cents, to pay postageandmailing. Agents wante I.
Address J, p. Mountain, A-gdensburg, N. V.

fruit cul-

ture, though partly gained by observation

men of

PICIURES,

& A. Stekotoo.

beautifulvariety of Dress Goods,

and other subjects in

connectionwith the subject of

WARE,

Mouldings Brackets, &e.

and a fine lot of oil TABLE-CLOTHS, cheap,
by the yard.

IN PEACHES.

17, 187s.

AppeiitnJ

PEACH TARLETON.

your attention to the subiect of

Holland, Aug.

SONS.

ALL PAPER,

H

stock at

Among our

—

and most beautiful.
&

OIL-CLOTHS,

metal self-staling casket, on hand.

this and subsequent

laud our advantages, but

MATTIXG,

8-ly

A new

Chandeliers— the
— the safest

latest styles

VAN PUTTEN

G-

and retail druggists.

Should any think we are over-estimating

and importance of fruit
growing, we will simply refer them to
those already engaged in the business, and

Lamps and

CO.,

10

the facilitiesfor

glassware.

(P(RI0S3 A(RE LOW.

10-6 in

Mechanics’Block. Detroit,Mich.
Sold in Holland andeliewherebyollwhole

This secures to us a uniformity of good
prices equalledby no other place.

no

see for yourself,

KIVER STREET,

by the regular run of coasters to this port, by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,

trading during the season in

.

Come and Look at it anyway I^NoTrouble.

be relied upon.

Abase; as Loss wggMC ry In the city of Holland, is at the BRICK
and while we ns n
STORE on
Takkg,
yet have no direct steamboat communicaPain in the Back, (Dimness of Vision.Premalure
tion between this place and Chicago, or Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
Milwaukee (and this as fruit prospects sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrate. whore can be found the largestand most complete
tar Full particularsin our pamphlet, which we
stock of all kinds of FURNITURE,
now are is only a question of one.or two desire to send free by mail to every one. t^T The
SpecificMedicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
years), we are fully compensated for this
package, or six packages for $3, or will be sent free

and

north, south,

T

Feed.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

The best and cheapest place to buy

ness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency,
and all diseases
ihal follow, as a
sequence of Helf-

on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan.

improved;

FURNITURE.

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

diatelyadjoining, facilities for raising and

any other

E

S

c,u

trouble to show goods.

few of us are realizing.We have here in the

at least surpassed, by

&

Etc., Etc.

MENZIES COMPANY,

GEO. T. LEWIS SI

OLE

W H

MANUFACTUREDONLY BY

we think, for a long time been

disregarded. There are in this direction

SVTLkt.

Groceries,

so-called Bock or Ball Potashes.

cultivationof fruits as a branch of industry has,

have Just received a large new stock of

Crockery,

One teaspoonffal will often Are gallon* of hard -water.
LEWIS* LYE la 88 per cent, strongerthan any other Lye

large.

aElTTJIlTE
CHINA WARE,

River Street,
We

And pecked In canawith an ordinary allp-lld like our Baking Powder,ao
that any portion of content* of can may be used without*1)00108 balance.
U pound* of Perfumed Hard Soap mode in twenty minutes wiUiout boiling,—Rnd your wash will be sweet and clean to the senses,without
that nasty smell produced when using ready-made Soap or Soap made
from other Lye.

who
many

not only on those

are already fruit growers but on the

I respectfullyInvitethe attention of the citizens
Burned out by the late Fire wo re-openedIn
store just completedat our old stand on of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsome
addition I have made to my stock consisting of

POWDER

This LYE is a FINE

the business, you will confer

HOLLAND.

ouruew

STRONflESrAND FOREST LYE MADE.

which may be submittedto you by those
a favor, we trust,

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

G.

98 Per Cent Pure.

practicalsuggestions in regard to the cul-

FIRM!! Something New
— '—i isr-*-

PERFUMED LYE

to time, a few articles

containinguseful informationand some

engaged in

HEW

i

8-ly
A

WEEK

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.
in

your own town, and no capi-

and necessary.

Wanted-Bones! Bones

y

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
!

by the pound or wagon load, for which the
highest market price will be paid.
29-1

TO

WM.

C. MELIS.

-

iuq
uncu
flowered.

COLLARS AND, CUFFS,

$6,000 a year, or $5 to *20 a dny

In your own locality.No risk.
Women do as well as men. Many

Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Sacques,

jvvvmakemorethan

the amount stated
make money fa*t, Any

risked. You can give the business a above. No one can fall to
expense. The best opportnn- one can do the work. Yon can make from ftO cts.
ity ever offeredthose willing to work. You
to $2 an hour by devoting your evening* and spare
should try nothingelse until yon see for yourself
healthy trees. A sufficient answer to this what yon can do at the business we offer/ No room time to the bnsines*. It cost* you nothing to try
the bnalnes*. Nothing like It for money making
theory as being the only mode of impart- to explain here. You can devote all your time ever offeredbefore.Business pleasant and strict
or only yonrsparetime to the business, and make ly honorable. Reader, if yon want to know all
ing the disease, is the fact that
trees often great pay *ur
tun* uccs
for every
c*Dry iiwiu
hour >uni
that JUU
you work.
Mirra., Women
n umm about the best paving business before the public
send us your addressand wo will send yon fulj
.be yellow, before ,hey b»v. ever SS“ 7n^,*c'u,r-«hS,li;d;,crri?,tP.rlVT,
part culars and private terms free* samplesworth
I Outfit freer Don’t complain of hard time* while
$ft also free; yon can then make rp your mind fur
you have inch a chance. Addro«s II. HALLRTT vonrselfAddress GEORGE BTINSON A CO.,
A Fruit-Grower. A CO., Portland,
19-ly
Portland,
h; jy
tal

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,

Circulars,

Dolmans,

trial without

Maine.

Maine.

And

a full line

SILK
L & S.

of

AJSHD CRASPUj.
TAN DEN BERGE,

eighth street

HOLLAND,

3WIIOH

